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Purpose and Classification of Parachutes

All parachutes used in the Soviet Army; various branches of the national
economy and scientific research can be divided into five groups according to
purpose:

-- personnel parachutes for safe descent in the air, landing or water

entry of persons;
-- cargo parachutes for safe descent of cargo to the ground from

aircraft;
-- braking parachutes for braking of various bodies moving in an air

mediumn;
-- special purpose parachutes;
-- supplementary parachutes.

Personnel parachutes include four types:
-- landing training parachutes, used for combat and training jumps of

military parachutists, and also for training purposes;
-- Sports training parachutes, designed for sports competitions and train-

ing of sports parachutists, who already have the necessary experience in jump-
ing with landing-training parachutes.

Sports training parachutes differ from landing training parachutes in
their design, have good controlability during descent and can be moved hori-
zontally due to slots cut in the canopy;

-reserve parachutes, used for safe descent and landing of persons in

case of a failure of the main parachute or in case it is impossible for some
reason to open the main parachute;

-- rescue parachutes, used for safe return of crews forced to leave air-
craft in flight.

Landing training parachutes include the D-S, D-1-8 and D-3 of various
series and modifications, sports training parachutes include the D-l-Su, T-4,
UT-2 of various series and modifications.

Sports training parachutes also include the PD-47, used to train beginning
sports parachutists, although it is also used sometimes as a landing training
parachute.
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Tho type 3-1p and 3-3 are the most commonly used reserve chutes; the S-2,
S-3 and others are rescue parachutes..•

Two types of cargo parachutes are }.:hewn: single-canopy' types. used to.=
lower relatively small cargoes and multiple-canopy types (parachute lysrems) "
for safe descent of heavy cargoes stich as motor vehicles, aý:'Allry weapons, .•'
tanks, etc.

I+

Braking parachutes include aviation types, used to slow down high speed 1
aircraft in order to reduce the length of their required 1awiding run. . :

Special purpose parachutes include several types used for the following
purposes. :,;,

-- stabilization of the motion of various bodies in the air;
-- safe descent of spacecraft to t~he surface of the planet;
-- safe descent of pilots ejection seats following ejection from an

aircraft ;
-determ.' ation of the point of separation of parachutists from an air- .•.

craft (target paraLchutes) and others.

Sup~plementary parachutes are parac'hutes which assure reliable operation ..
of the canopies of main parachutes. They include supporting paracuts C.....
designed to hold the peak of the main canopy up as it opens, and pilot para- :-
chutes (their purpose will be discussed below).;..1]

Principles of the Design of Parachutes.•

A parachute is a device designed to reduce the rate of movement of a body
through air. The operating portion of the parachute consists of a soft struc-.•
ture, capable of occupying a relatively small volume in folded form, whicl!
opens -to take up the form of a large canopy when put into use.._

A simple parachute design consists of the following. •

Take an ordinary handkerchief and four pieces of thread, each 50-60 cm
long. Tic one end of each piece of thread to the corners of the handkerchief,--
tic the other ends together and make a small loop or tie a piece of cloth to :
them. This is a model of a parachute. Like a real parachute, this modelt has "i

three main parts; the canopy (handkerchief) to create resista~tce to movement
through the air; the lines (threads) to suspend an object from the canopy and
the suspension system (loop or cloth) for convenient placement of the para-
chutiist or cargo.

This type of parachute can provide safe descent to the earth not only of.•
sinall objects, but of living animals weighing up to a few dozen grams. For
heavier cargoes or animals, the canopy must be larger, the lines stronger, and

i~ Ithe tyspeson systp anm33ore thnenmontcmol sdrsrecue;tcS2
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To provide safe descent rates, about one square meter of canopy area is
required for each one kg of weight lowered. Therefore, parachutes for use by
people have canopy areas on the order of 60-80 m2.

The packs of modern personnel parachutes of various designs, although
they differ in shape, dimensions and other specific features, are quitc si•i lar
to each other. They are all reminiscent of a postal envelepe (Figure 3). The
flaps have closure devices k(Figure 4) consisting of cones with apertures for
pin: on some flaps and ho",cs (apertures for the cones) on other flaps, holding
the flaps in the closed poiition. The flaps are held closed by pins attached
to the rip cord. When the pack is closed, the cones enter their matching holes
and the pins are placed in the cones over the holes.

In order to give the pack the required shape and create the bcst possible
conditions for ejection of the canopy and lines, a rigidity frame is sewed Into
the bottom of the pack, and plates are sewn into the flaps. Around the edge
of thi! bottom of the pack and its flaps, near the closure devices, wire loops
are sewed around the outside After the parachute has been folded and the pack
is closed, pack rubber bands1 are stretched in the direction from the flaps to
the bottom of the pack; these bands have metal hooks on the ends. As soon as
the pins are pulled out of the cones, the flaps of the pack are instantly opened
by the rubber bands and pulled aside, and the canopy aid lines fall out of the
pack. If this occurs after the parachutist has jumped into the air, the canopy
and lines are immediately pulled upward by the passing air stream.

In order to prevent the lines from leaving the pack too soon and becoming
tangled in the canopy, special loops are made on the bottom of the pack, into
which the lines are inserted as flatened zigzags. Also, small pockets are
sewn into the outside of the canopy from the middle toward the top, to act as
extracting devices. The airstream first catches the top of the canopy, then
draws out the canopy to its entire length, then the lines. The process of
opening of the parachute occurs in such a way that reliable filling of the
canopy with air occurs, and its lines cannot become twisted or tangled in the
canopy 2 .

When a parachute upens, the rapid filling of the canopy with air causes
sharp deceleration. The parts of the parachute and the parachute itself are
subjected to a brief but severe loading--opening shock.

Parachutes used for high altitude jumps where the air temperature is low
and rubber loses its elasticity use fabric-covered thin steel springs instead
of rubber batds.

Modern reserve parachutes are made according to this plan.

3
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Figure 3. Parachute Pack (Reserve Chute)--
Inside View: 1, Flaps; 2, Tuck Flaps; 3, Loops;
4, Clasp Flap; S, Cone; 6, Hole

J

, \L...

Figure 4. Closure Device of Parachute Pack:
1, Cone; 2, Hole; 3, Pin; 4, Pack Flaps
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The parts of the parachute are not damaged by this shock, since they are
all made with a great strength reserve, i.e., designed for a load which they
will never be required to bear (seie the table of strengths of important ele-
ments of parachute design), but it is painful for a parachutist to withstandhigh loadings,

TABLE

Strengths of Pvi-.•ry Structural Eloments of Parachutes

Maximum Strength of
Possible Type of Material

Parachute Part Loading Material (Tensile
During Used Rupture
Use, kg Force), kg

Suspension System Strap 400 PLK-44 1600

Main Parachute Line 50 SHKHBP-125 125
10 KP-O 1SO
IOKP 200

Canopy Reinforcing Frame-
work Strap 50 LTKP-25-200 200

Stabilizing Strrps 100 LTKP-26-600 600

Ripcord 60 SHKKP-27-1200 1200
SHKKTPkp- 27-
-1200 * 1200

To prevent this, the designers have produced a special cover for the
canopy.

The canopy cover is designed to extract the canopy and lines to their
entire length J., the airstream before the canopy is filled, thus assuringr: optimal conditions for opening of the canopy. The cover also decreases the
possibility of tangling of the canopy by lines and slows the process of open-E ~ ing of the parachute, thus softening the opening shock.

The cover (Figure 5) is in the shape of a sleeve. It is usually equal
in lepith to the size of the canopy from edge to peak, in width to the width
of the bottom of the pack. The folded canopy is placed within the cover, the
bundle of lines, In the form of zigzags, is placed in the spec.al loops. Th •
lines in the loops are covered with a safety strap to protect them from being
blown out by the airstream as the parachute is opened. To prevent the canopy

5
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from being ,ulled out of tht cover too early and prevent it from falling
beneath the lines (which ,)uld cause the lines to tangle it), the base of
the cover is checked. For this purpose, the ba'c of the cover carries an
apron with windows. The lower loops pass through the windows and the first
bundle of lines is drawn through them ovcr the windows. The cajnopy can not;
be pulled out of the cover only after the lines are drawn out to their
entire length, freeing the checking loops.

/ /

Figure S. Parachute Canopy Cover and Canopy Prepared

for Placement in Cover: 1, Apron; 2, Checking Loop;
3, loop; 4, Frame Pocket; 5, Safety Strap (Tight);
6, Puller Pocket; 7, Ring; 8, Foldod Canopy

Reserve parachutes and some soft pilot parachutes heve no covers.

The canopy of a reserve parachute has no cover because it is opened not
only in case of total "ailure, but "Iso in case of partial failure of the
main canopy (for example in case of torn canopy or a canopy tangled with
lines), as well as with the main parachute normally open (for training). In
these cases, the rate of descent of the parachute is not sufficient to pull
the cover off of the canopy.

The canopies of some light pilot parachutes have no covers because, due
to their small size, they operate quite reliably without a cover.

If a parachute does use a cover, the airstremn, after the pack is open,
catches and carries away not simply the top of the canopy, but the upper por-
tion of the cover together with the top of the canopy folded inside it. For
this reason, pockets are also sewn into the upper portion of the cover to
act as an extracting device. However, •he drag created by the pockets is too
little to providi any noticeable deceleration of fall and to assure rapid
extraction of the lines from the pockets of the cover (the canopy itself can
be pulled out of the cover with little force). Therefore, a pilot parachute
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(100 tinies smaller than the main parachute) is attached to the upper portion
of the cover (to the ring).

The pilot parach ite provides tie force to pull the line, out of the
loops in the cover and pu 1ll the cover off of the canopy. It also decreases
the rate of fall of the parachutist slightly during the ueriod hotwcci open-
ing of tVi lparachute puck and conmplet on of removal of the cover. FIurther
deceleration occurs as tl.e main canopy opens.

In order that the pilot chute might enter the airstream iiuedtately, not
"remaining in the acrn,;ynamic "shadow" or adhering to the parachutist, the
pilot parachute is ejected away from the pack with some force by a spring
mechanism which is sewed into the pilot parachute. The springs of this
mechanism are compressed as the parachute is placed ii th4 pack, then held
in the compressed state by the flaps of the pack. To prevent the pilot para-
chute from being tangled, it uses a grid system rather than lines and is made
in the shape of a hall.

Pilot parachutes without spring mechanism are also used (Figure 6). In
this case, however, the flap of the pack carries a special apron on the insidt.
near the closure (device, into which the -ofC pilot parachutu is tightly rolled
as the parachute is placed In the pack. The pilot chute is ejected together
%ith the flap and apron by the force of the pack bands as the pack i; opened.

a

Figure 6. Soft Pilot PaTachute:
1, Canopy; 2, Lines (a, Central
Line); 3, Ring

7
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Training, sports and rescue parachutes differ from each other in the
shape and dimensions of the canopy, pack and cover, as well as the lengths of
the lines, design of suspension systems and pilot chutes.

All of these parachutes work reliably. However, as they open at high
flying or falling sp.~ds, stror.g opening shock is produced. This shock may
be acceptable for n pilot who is forced to bail out, or for a sports para-
chutist, but may be too great for a paratrooper, making a jump with full equip-
inert, gas mask, radio transniiter and other supplies.

In order to stabilize the fall of the parachutist immediately after
leaving the aircraft and decrease the rate of fall still more, thu5 greatly
reducing the opening shock, another, stabilizing parachute may be placed
between the pilot chute and the canopy of the main chute. This parachute, in
addition to its main purpose, acts as a pilot chute after completing its
stabilization function.

The stabilizing chute is several times greater than the pilot chute.
It has no spring mechanism. It is placed in a cover designed for it. The
purpose of the cover of the stabilizing parachute and its design 're similar
to khos-! of the cover of the main parachute. <"

The stabilizing parachute is fastened by its ring loop to the ring on
the cover of the main canopy in place of the pilot chute, while the pilot
chute is fastened to the upper portion of the cover of the stabilizing chute
in order to put it in operation and assure reliable operalion of the stabiliz-
ing parachute alone.

To prevent the lines and main canopy from leaving their cover too early,
during the process of stabilization, the lower portion of the cover is held in
the pack by means of strong straps with clasps on their ends. As the parachute
is folded, the clasps are placed in a special hook of the stabilizing device on
the bottom of the pack. After the stabilization time passes, the hook is
opened (manually or by a timer), thc straps are released and the cover contain-
ing the main canopy is pulled out by the stabilizing parachute.

Landing parachutes operate in this manner.

When jumps are made from slow aircraft, when a version of forced extrac-
tion of the cover with the stabilizing parachute by the rip cord is used, no
pilot parachute is used,

Design of a Landing Parachute

Let us study the structureland capabilities of the D-1-8 series 6 landing
parachute.

IDetailed technical characteristics of various parachutes are given in
technical descriptionF and instructions for their folding and use.

8
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The design of this parachute allows Jumps to be made from aircraft flying
at up to 350 km/hr with immediate opening of the pilot parachute. Using the
D-1-8 series 6 parachute, jumps can be made from the An-2 aircraft with forced
extraction of the cover with the main or stabilizing canopy by means of a rip
cord and from the Yak-12 aircraft with forced extraction of the cover contain-
ing the main c--iopy.

The force which must be applied to pull out the rip cord is not over 16 kg.

The minimum safe altitude for jumping with immediate openinig of the pare-
chute is 150 m, with 5 second stabilization--no less than 300 m.

The parachute is stable in descent. The descenit rate is not over 5 m/sec
(with a total weight of parachutist up to 120 kg).

The length of the parachute folded in the pack is 600 mm, width 340 mm,
hcight 265 mm. The weight of the parachute without its carrying bag and safety
device is not over 20.5 kg.

The parachute uses one or two automatic types KAP.-3P safety devices and
a type 3-1P or 3-3 reserve parachute. With all types of folding, the pack is
opened by spri"Z force.

Th. total paracl, ite set includes: rip cord; extraction line safety cover,
cxtxaction line, spherical strapless pilot parachute; stabilizing parachute
cover, stabilizing parachute, main canopy cover, main canopy (with lines),
suspension system, pack, rip cord ring, safety device (or two devices) KAP-3P,
quick-release strap, carrying bag and certificate.

The quick release strap is used only in jumps with forced extraction of
the cover with the main canopy by the extraction line. In this case, the
following items are eliminated: spherical strapless pilot chute, cover of
stabilizing parachute, stabilizing parachute and KAP-3P device.

Mhen jumps are made from the An-2 aircraft with forced extraction of the
cover with stabilizing canopy, the pilot parachute and quick release strap
are not included.

The 'WP-3P device (devices) is included in the set only for jumps with
stabilized fall, i.e., when the clamps of the supporting straps of the main
canopy cover are enclosed in the ring.

The set includes an extraction ring in all versions.

The extraction line (Figure 7) of the D-1-8 series 6 parachute is designed
for forced opening o-f the parachute, and during jumps with stabilization--to
turn on the KAP-3 device. It is made of a capron cord 3 m long. Its tensile
strength is 1200 kg. On one end of the line is a hook, on the other end--a
loop to which the rip cord is fastened 'or jumps using a pilot parachute or

9



to wiLch the rLng of the cover is attachad during Jumps with forced extraction
of the cover. Hialfway down the line is a second loop, to which the cord of the

flexible pin of the KAP-3P device is attached for Jumps with fall stabilization
in the version with the pilot parachute, and to which the loop of the ripcord
(always) and cord of the flexible pin are attached (when stabilization is used)
in the version with forced withdrawal of the cover.

Figure 7. Parts of Forced Opening Device for
Parachute Pack: 1, Safety Cover; 2, Rip Cord;
3, Extraction Line

The safety cover of the rip cord (see Figure 7) is designed to protect
the skin of the aircraft from being struck by the pins of the rip cord after
they are withdrawn from the closure device of the pack. It is made of tent
canvas in the shape of a sleeve 990 mm long. It is attached to the loop of
the rip cord. When the parachute is folded, the cover is put in place with its
"handle" at the loop, and after the r.ipcord is pulled out of the flexible hose

it straightens and covers all the pins.

The rip cord (see Figtire 7) is 932 i-.m long. It carries three pins at A

separations of 150 mm from each other. The first pin from the pulling loop,
which carries a loop for manual openi-ig, is 38 mm lon!, the other two pins are
32 mm long.

The strapless spherical pilot parachute (Figure 8) consists of a base and
spring mechanism which draws the base outward. The upper portion of the base,
made of capron fabric, has a hemispherical shape with a midsection area of
0.33 m2 . The lower portion of the base is also hemispherical in shape, going
over to a cone. The cone consists of capron fabric, while the remaining por-
tion is made of capron netting with 5 by 5 mm squares. Strengthening bands
are sewn over the base, converging at the bottom into r loop.

At the top of the spherical portion is an aperture with a washer, and a
cone with a hole for a pin is placed within the top of the conical portion on
the lower base of the spring mechanism. The check pin is sewn to a band and
attached by it to the upper portion of the base; the pin retainer is also here.
The cone, aperture and pin make up the closure device with which the spring

1'
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mechanism is retained in the closed position. To fold the parachute, the
cono is pushed up through the aperture at the top of the parachute and the
check pin is inserted. After the flaps of the pack are closed, the spring
mechanism is unblocked and the pin is inserted in !ts retainer.

I6

I2

Figure 8. Spherical Pilot Parachute:
1, Upper Portion of Base (Canopy);
2, Screen; 3, Loop; 4, Springs; 5, Top
Aperture; 6, Check Pin; 7, Cone

II

Figure 9. Stabilizing Parachute Cover

Stabilizing cover (Figure 9) is made of viscose fabric in the form of a

sleeve, wider at the bottom. The canopy of the stabilizing parachute in the
top of the main parachute cover are inserted in the stabilizing parachute.
The cover is reinforced with straps over its entire length. The straps in
the upper portion of the cover intersect to form a ring, which is attached to

* the loop of the pilot parachute or the end loop of the extracting line.

tI
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Two pairs of permanent loops aru sewn to the bottom end of the cover, and
there is another pair of removable loops and an apron with two windows. The
first zigzag of the stabilizing parachute lines are pu~led through the remov-
able loops, which are passed through the windows, thus checkiag the apron. The
remaining portions oi the lines arc pushed into the permanent loops.

The straps in the loops are co-'ered with a keeper in the shape of a short
sleeve. The upper edge of the keep•r :- attached to the cover above the straps,
while its lower edge has three loops. A thread is passed through the loops
doubled (made of type SIIKIIB-12S cord), attaching these three loops to the loop
at the top of the cover of the main parachute (this connection prevents the

cover from being pulled off the stabilizing parachute too early).

Thu canopy of the stabilizing parachute (Figure 10) is made of c1pron
fabric and forms a truncated, inverted cone with a base area of 1.5 m . At
the top, pockets are sewn into the base, improving the filling of the canopy.
The canopy is reinforced with capron strips in the ci.,uldr and meridial
directions. Some of the reinforcing strips around the perimeter of the low.er
edge of the canopy form loops, to which the lines of the stabilizing parachute,
each 1300 mm long, are connected. At the bottom, the straps form a loop which
is connected to the cover of the main parachute.

Figure 10. Stabilizing Parachute:

1, Canopy; 2, Pockets; 3, Lines;
4, Loop

, 12



The main parachute cover (Figures 5 and 11) consists of percale and is
5.29 m long. Its lower portion, parallel to the two rows of loops, carries
two deep, narrow pockets on the sides made of ribbon, into which the folding
frame is placed. The loops are made of rubberized cord (pack rubber). The
removable loops, used to block the opening of the apron, are made double.
Metal strips are sewed around the edge of the windows of the apron to rein-
force them. The cover is reinforced with cotton straps over its entire length.
The straps in the upper portion are brought together to form a loop, with

which the cover is connected to the stabilizing parachute or extraction line.
The loop has a protective cover over the actual connection. On the same side V
of the cover, one half meter from the top edge, is a loop, through which threads
are passed to connect it to the loops on the stabilizing parachute strap pro-

t tector,

On the opposite side nf the cover, below the circular band, the reinforc-
ing strips formi 12S-millimeter free ends with wrapping. The reinforcing strips
are sewed to the upper portion of the cover above the reinforcing bands, and
a circular strip is wrapped around them.

Figure 11. Main Parachute Cover of D-l-8 seric; 6
Parachute: 1, Line Protector (Dropped); 2, Reinforcing
Strips with Wrapped Ends; 3, Closure Device Cone;
4, Retainers

The free ends of the reinforcing strips, passing through the windows in
the internal pocket of the pack, into which the lower portion of the cover
and main canopy are inserted and placed in the ring on the floor of the pack
block the inner pocket of the pack and hold this portion of the cover in it
until the stabilization time is passed. In preparing the parachute for a jump
without stabilization, the reinforcing lines are placed into two retainers
sewed on to the reinforcing strips slightly below the cirqular strap.

At a distance of 730 nmm from the upper edge of the cover, a cone is sewed
to the reinforcing strip, blocking the pack when the parachute is folded for a
Jump with forced extraction of the cover and main canopy.

13 __



rThe main canopy of the D-1-8 series 6 pir,thdute (Figure 12) is made of
percale. In plan, it has the shupe of it 28--"tied polygon with an area of
82.5 1n2 . At the center there is an aperture 430 mri in diameter. The canopy
consists of four sections, each of which consists uf five or six strips
(depending on the width of the material used). The first section Is located
between lines 25 and 4, the second--between lines 4 and 11, etc. The strips
in a sector are numbered firon the edge of the canopy toward its center. The
edges of the canopy are reinforced. The top of the canopy is made in two
iniyers for greater -strength. On the outer side of the canopy is a reinforcing
frame, forming 28 loops at the lower edge of the canopy, to which the line-ý
are fastened. Between the loops on the canopy are pocket-, helping it to open
reliably. On the edge of the canopy, to the left of the loop, is the ordinal
number of the line, while the label of the manufacturing plant is sewed on to
the first strip of the first sector between lines 1 and 28.

The seams connecting canopy sectors are reinforced with strips. The strips
form the ring to which the braking strap is attached when a jump is made with
forced extraction of the cover.

T

9 ,I>

17 12

21 -23 8

Figure 12. Main Canopy of D-l-8 Parachute:
T, Reinforcing Frame Strips; K, Pockets;
"W, Seams Connecting Fabric Strips in a Sector

The D-I-8 parachute has 28 straps. They are made of type SIIKHB-125 cotton
cord and are each 9 m long. Each strap is attached at one end to a loop on the
edge of the canopy, at the other end to the rings of the suspension system

"A (seven straps per ring). The end of each connector is connected to its own
line.

14
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Figure 13. Suspension System of the D-1-8
Series 6 Parachute: 1, Connecting Rings;

ing) Strap Ring; 4, Main Loop; 5, Hook; 6, Leg
Straps; 7, Waist Strap; 8, Checst Crosspiece;
9, OSK-D Clamp; 10, Free Ends; 11, Reserve

SParachute Mounting Bracket

•: The suspension system of the D-1-8 series 6 parachute (Figure 13) is made
•= to hold tihe parachutist comfortably and provide even distribution of the load
~a-rising upon operation of the canopy..

It consists of a main strap forming a half loop, on which the parachutist
sits while in the air, supplementary parts and four free ends with opening

i • rings. The supplementary parts include: back-shoulder straps, chest crosspiece,
waist !Atrap and log straps, which assuie oven distribution of loads on the
parachutist and hold him in the half loop of the main strap. Using the supple-

mentary parts, by moving the corresponding rectangular rings, the suspension
system is adjusted to the size of the parachutist.

The main strap is made of capron, 44 mm wide, double thick, while the other
straps are made of the same fbric but are only single thickness. The c1aisý
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holding the chest crosspiece and leg straps, as wcll as all rings and brackets,
are made of steel.

The two left free ends are a continuation of the main strap, while the
two right (removable) free ends are connected to it through the OSK-D clamp
(its body is mounted to the main strap). Using this clamp, the parachutist,
after landing, can disconnect the right free ends of the suspension system and
rapidly collapse the parachute in case of wind.

ihcre the main strap divides in half and becomes the left free ends, a
retainer is sewed onto it. The flexible hose of the rip cord and the flexible
hose of the stabilizer manual opening device pass through this retainer. Below
the flexible ring is the rip ¢---1 pocket. Still lower in the left and right
portions of the main strap t,, are two b'a'ýkets at the same level, connecting
the intermediate suspension ! . of the reserve parachute. On the other side,j
somewhat below the brackets are rings fastening the belts of the equipment con-
tainer.

The pack is connected to the suspension system where the shoulder-back
straps cross and at the center of the waist stz.tp. However, this is not a load-
b)earing connection. During a jump with stabilization, the main portion of the
parachutists weight is transmitted to the pack through special supporting straps
which connect the pack and suspension system of the parachutist securely.

A portion of the free ends of the suspension system, the main canopy and
lines (in its cover), stabilizing parachute (also preliminary placed in its
cover) and pilot parachute are placed in the pack of the D-l-8 series 6 para-
chute (Figure 14). The stabilizing device clamp, reserve parachute mounting ý
parts, flexible hoses and safety devices are placed on the outside of the pack.

The pack is made of aviation-grade canvas. It has a double bottom, con-
taining a steel rigidity frame. On the outside of the bottom of the pack is
a pocket into which the free ends of the suspension system and the lower por-
tion of the cover containing the main canopy and lines are pushed to the level

of the load-bearing straps. The upper two co-niers of the pocket with windows
are not sewn together, for ease of folding. Opposite the windows in the flaps
there are also two windows in the bottom of the pack, through which the load
bearing straps are passed to the outside of the pack, where their rings are
hooked by the clamps of the stabilizing device. This design of the upper por-
tiun of the pack bottom and its internal pocket assures reliable checking of
the pocket and, when jumps are made with the stabilizing parachute, it prevents
the lower portion :f the cover with the main parachute and lines from leaving
the pack too early.

The clamp of the stabilizing device is fastened to the outside of the
pack by means of screws. The rings are closed by rotating the clamp counter-
clockwise. This covers the cones, located on the bottom of the body of the
pack, to which the rings of the load-bearing straps are attached. The clamp
is opened by rotating the lock to the opposite direction by pulling the line
of the extraction ring, the loop of which is seated on the upper cone, ur by
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Figure 14. D-1 .- & Series 6 Parachute Pack:
a, Outside View; b, Inside View; 1, Stabilizer Device Clamp; 2, Flex-
ible Hoses of Rip Cords; 3, Reserve ParachuLe Mounting; 4, Pack Rubber
Bands; 5, Safety Device Pocket; 6, Stabilizer Device Suspension Straps;
7, Cover Flap; 8, Internal Pocket; 9, Window

means of the line of the safety device, the loop of which is seated on the lower
cone of the clamp lock.. The clamp is covered with a soft safety flap.

Two pairs of suspension straps are fastened to the windows of the pack.
These straps act as an intermediate suspension system for the stabilizing
device: the parachutist hangs from these straps during stabilization. The
upper pair of straps is designed to support the parachutist during stabilizing
fall in a near-vertical position. The ends of these pairs of straps carry
toothed rings which are used to connect the pack to the back-shoulder straps.

The lower pair of straps is designed to transmit most of the force of the
weight of the parachutist to the pack. Also, these straps are used to regulate
the position of the pack on the back. During preparation for jumps with stabiJ.-
ization, before entering the aircraft these straps are tightened and fastened
in the r-ings on the triangular leg clamps. The straps are tightened so that
when the canopy of the stabilizing parachute fills, the main pack cannot slide
upward and strike the parachutist on the back of the head.

Fight loops are sewed to the outside of the pack floor for ati ichment of
the pack to the suspension system with tie cords. A pocket for the pack
certificate is also sewed to the bottom of the pack. A Flexible hose carrying
the manual clamp opening line is sewed to the bottom of the pack near the
stabilizing device clamp and to the left supporting strap.
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Two connecting plates with rings are sewed to the lower side portions of
the pack, and carry the reserve parachute pack mounting straps.. .....

Wire loops for securing the uight 330-340 mm long pack rubber bands
(including the two double bands for the end flaps) are sewed to the bottom of
the pack and near the upper portion of the pack flaps on the outside. The
rubber bands pass through retainers at the perimeter of the pack bottom.

On the right plate, toward the bottom of the pack, is a pocket for the
second safety device. The first device is located in a pocket on the right
side flap. There also is a pocket for the hook, and over it a ring to retain
the rip cord.

The closure device of the pack consists of five holes, one ring-hole and
two cones. The pack is retained closed with the three pins of the rip cord.
The second pin is placed in the cone of the spherical pilot pirachute, first
passed through its hole and the middlu hole on the side flaps of ti,o pack.
The closure device is covered with a safety flap, which is tightened %:ith four
buttons.

Two flexible hoses are fastened to the upper flap of the pack L n the out-
side. The rip cord with its pins, 440 mm lcitg, and the manual opening cord, F
515 mm long, are passed through one of these holes.

The top and side flaps have additional flaps with pockets. These addi-
tional flaps are guided beneath the side and lower flaps as the pack is closed.

Metal rigidity plates are sewed into the lower and safety flaps, helping
the pack to retain its shape.

The double rip cord (Figure 15) is designed for manual opening of the
parachute pack and the stabilizer device clamp. The hand ring is steel,
trapezoidal in shape. To make it easy to find the ring in the air, the por-
tion of the ring which projects from the pocket is painted red and is bent to
conform to the shape of the hand.

A

Figure 15. Extractor Ring with Double Rip Cord:
1, Ring; 2, Cord Limiters; 3, Loops
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The double cord is fastened into the ring by means of limiters. Tne
opposite end forms loops. The 600 mm cord is designed to open the clamp on
the stabilizer device (its loop is seated onto the upper cone of the clamp
lock). The 7A0 mnm line is used for emergency opening of the pack during Jumps
using the spherical pilot para;Thlite (the loop of this line is seuted on the
upper 38 mm pin of the extraction li,:•).

The KAP-3P safety device is used with the D-1-8 series 6 parachute with
240 mm hose, 397 mm line and 42 mm loop with wrapping. The fall length of the
flexible pin is 700-750 umm. The device is designed for automatic opening of
the stabilizer device clamp if the parachutist for any reason cannot do this
by means of the normal rip cord.

If the parachute carries two safcLy devices for additional reliability,
the loop of the second device should not be wrapped and should be 19 mu long.
This loop connects the line of the second device to the elongated loop of the
first device.

The ends of both hoses are fastened by means of bayonet pins onto the
mounting plate of the stabilizer device clamp. Both of the lines with flexible
pins are attached to the center loop of the extraction linc.

The parameters (time and altitude) arc set on the scales of the devices
depending on the nature of the jump (mission) at hand.

The quick-release strap prevents the top of the main parachute from being
pulled into the cover as it is extracted by the extraction line. Otherwise,
the canopy might be tangled with the lines. The quck release strap can with-
stand the weight of the canopy, and breaks only after all lines have been pulled
out and the cover apron is released, when the weight of the parachutist is
added to the weight of the canopy. The quick release strap is made of SIIKHB-40
cord, is 900 mm long and has a tensile strength of 40 kg.

The carrying bag is used to store and transport the parachute. It is made
of aviaton canvas, has two haudles for carrying and a device for closing and
bcaling the bag.

The certificate of Lhe parachute is an inseparable part of the parachute.
It carries information on the acceptance, transmission, use and repair of the
parachute. kules for using it are printed on the certificate itstif. It is
stored in a spezial pocket on the bottom of the parachute pack.

Interaction of Main Parts of the Parachute as it is Used

We have spoken o4' the design of the parachute, named its main parts and

explained their functions. Let us now study the operation of the parachute in
the air and the interactions of its parts, for example for the D-1-8 scries 6
parachute with stabilizer parachute, used with the An-2 aircraft (Figure 16).
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V Figure 16. Operation of D-1-8 series 6
' " Parachute in Version with Forced Extraction

'2 |of Cover with Stabilizing Parachute by
0 Extraction Line: 1, Protective Cover;

2, Stabilizing Parachute Cover; 3, Stabil-
izing Parachute; 4, Main Parachute Cover

1,4,...

I'

*i

As the aircraft approaches the drop zone at 140 km/hr, the parachutist
begins to prepare himself for his jump. lie looks once more at the hook on his
extraction line (which must be reliably clamped onto the line in the aircraft).
On the command of the jump master, the parachutist jumps out of the aircraft.
The process of opening of the parachute begins immediately. The extraction
line, with one end attached to the aircraft becomes tight and, breaking the I -

preventer thre.,,;s, pulls out the flexible pin of the KAP-3P device (the device
is turned on); at the same tLie, this line pulls the rip cord and its pins
out of the cotncs. The cones leave their holes. The pack flaps are pulled
back instantly by the pack rubber bands. At the next moment, the extraction
line pulls the cover of the stabilizl.ng parachute and, to the extent allowed

* by the load-bearing straps, pulls out the upper portion of the main parachute
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cover. This tension breaks the thread connecting the covers oi the main and
stabilizing parachutes. Tihe lines of the stabilizing parachute :)ro drawn outi
of tthe loops, the apron is unblockevd, and the canopy" of tihe stabilizivg para-
chute is pulled out of its cover. One second afte.r separation )t is fully
opened,

The ends of the load bearing straps remain as yet i: the clump ring.
During this stage of the pror.ess, the opening of the main parachute is delayed,
The force of deccleratio, c,'eaired by the stabilizing parachute causes the
parachutist to turn inveUiwtarily with his legs facing in the direction off motion. A stable fall bc-gi1s with a speed of up to 35 m/sec.

After the required stabilization time has passed, the parachutist pulls
out his rip cord ring (if he does not do this, the safety device operates in
a few seconds). "Pe ring clamp of' the stabilizing device opens, the load
bearing straps are liberated, and the stabilizing parachute begins to extract
the cover containing the main parachute from the inside pocket of the pack.

The lines of tie main parachute are pulled, come out of the loops, the
apron is unblocked and the main parachute canopy is pulled out of the cover.
Removal of the cover and opening of the mair Canopy require 1.5-2 sec.

The further descent of the parachutist is slowed by the main canopy. hic
cover of the main canopy descends with the stabilizing parachute and falls
near the parachutist.

After the landing, it the wind is blowing, the canopy of the parachute
lies on the ground but remains filled (does not collapse) and the parachutist
may be pulled along the ground. To avoid this, the OSK-D clamp must be opened,
by moving the safety button upward to the stop (revealing red signal mark) and,
by pressing on both buttons of the slide mechanism simultancously, moving it
to its lower position. The pair of free ends of the suspension system separates
from the clamp, the canopy becomes a flag and then falls to the earth.

Whon jumping with stabilized fall from faster aircraft, the cover carrying

the stabilizing parachute is pulled out by the spherical pilot parachute. In
this version, after the parachutist leaves the aircraft, the extraction line
removes the flexible pin from the safety device and then pulls the rip cord.
The flaps of the pack open and the pilot parachute "jumps out" of the pack under
the influence of its spring mechanism. Caught by the airstream, it pulls out

- the top of the cover of the stabilizing parachute. Subsequent opcratio,: f the
parachute is just as in the previous description, except that the cover of the
stabilizing parachute does not remain on the extraction line (on the aircraft)
after it is pulled off the parachute, but descends together with the pilot
parachute.

In jumps in which the parachute is immediately put in operation without
"stabilization, when the spherical pilot chute ins used but tho load bcaring
lines are not placed in the clamp ring and the internal pocket of thc pack is
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not blocked by them, the pack is forced open (by means of the extraction line)
or opened manually (by pulling the rip cord). In this case, the spherical pilot
parachute pulls out the cover with the stabilizing parachute. After the stabil-
izing parachute fills, the main parachute operates as after completion of
srabilization.

In jumps with forced pulling of the cover with the main canopy, the pins
of the rip cord are pulled from the cones of the locking device by means of the
extraction line after the parachutist leaves the aircraft. The line then pulls
the covu.r containing the main parachute out of the pack. The lines are then .:
pulled 'l of the oops and the cover is unblocked. The weight and force of*
inertia of the falling parachuti3t tighten the line. and the tension is trans-
mitted through the canopy to the quick release strap. The quick release strap,
which has retained the top of the canopy to this point, is broken and the cover ..
is pulled away from the main canopy. The canopy opens as in all the versions
described above.

The operation of the parts of sports and training parachutes with forced
extraction of the cover with the main canopy does not differ from that described
above. During jumps with forced opening of the pack, the extraction of the rip
cord, opening of the pack and opening of the pilot parachute occur just as for
landing parachutes during jumps using the spherical pilot parachute. On sports
training parachutes there is no stabilizer device and thcxefore the extraction
line "s connected directly to the loop on the top of the cover of the main
canopy. After extraction of the cover and canopy from the pack by the pull of
the pilot parachute, the lines immediately begin pulling out of the loops and
tie cover is pulled away from the main parachute. Safety devices are not
installed on sports training parachutes if forced opening is to be used.

uur-ng jumps with sports training parachutes usinp manual opening, and
also during emergency jumps with rescue parachutes, after separation from the
aircraft and if the aircraft is left by catapulting, aftei separation frow the
ca apuit seat, the extraction line only pulls the flexible pin out of the
safety device (turning on the device). After the required time, the parachutist
pulls the rip cord. If he does not do this, at the set altitude the rip cord
is pulled by the safety device. The loop of this device is seated over the
upper first pin of the rip cord. Further operation of the parts of the para-
clute is the same as with jumps with forced opening of the pack.

In most sports parachute!. with the last two folding methods, a connecting
link called a string is placed between the top loop of the main canopy and the
1.op of its cover. As the cover is removed, it is tightened and retains the
top of the canopy from falling through and tangling with the lines (preventing
crossing of lines). Also, after the cover is removed the string prevents it
from being blown away to the side and being lost.
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Folding of Parachutes for Jumping

The purpose of folding of a parachute for Jumping is to give all parts of
the parachute the proper position to assure safe operation in the air.

Before beginning folding, a place for this must be prepared, so as to
protect the parachute from moisture, dust and dirt. It is also desirable to
protect the parachute from the direct rays of the sun.IL

SI,

Figure 17. Equipment Used for Folding a
Parachute: 1, Pins; 2, White Panel (Folded);
3, Travel Panel (In Carrying Bag); 4, Spikes;
5, Ruler; 6, Pipe; 7, Cord; 8, Hook; 9, Break..
able Thread; 10, Frame; 11, Weights

Before beginning packing, the following packing equipment must be made
ready in all cases (Figure 17):

-- weights (six) consisting of covers with two sections, filled with
clean sand;

-- metal spikes (11) for fastening of the panels to the earth;
-- a well-polished ruler measuring 450x36x6 mm for straightening the

pack flaps;
-- a metal hook for placement of the lines in the loops;

' ---supplementary pins for preliminary closing of the pack as the canopy
is placed in it;

-- a number ISKP capron cord 0.8 m long to facilitate tightening of the
pack flaps.

Folding is performed either on a special table measuring 16xl m with a
smooth, waxed surface or on field panels measuring 16xl m. The top of the
table or field panel for the canopy is covered with a white cloth measuring
S.5xi.24 m, to protect the canopy from dirt.
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The folding process is divided into six stages. At the completion of
each stage, the instructor in charge must check the correctness of the oper-
ations performed and give permission for transition to the next stage.

The sequence of stages and operations involved in folding and packing
parachutes will be studied using the example of packing of the D-1-8 series 6
parachute for a jump with stabilization when the -over of the stabilizing
parachute is to be pulled out by the spherical pilot parachute.

In the first stage, the parachute is inspected and prepared for folding.
The parts of the parachute are carefully inspected. If any slight defects are
noted, they are immediately eliminated. If the defects cannot be eliminated
ýparts replacement required), the parachute is taken out of use and sent in
for repair. During inspection of the parachute any dirt, grass stubble or
other objects which might have been accumulated during assembiy or landing

are removed.

In addition to the packing equipment mentioned above, it is also necessary
to prepare:

-- breakable threads (cotton threads of type SHKHIB-12S cord), used to tie
down the internal pocket of the pack, hold back the clamp of the stabilizing
device, the flexible pin of the safety device and the extraction line, and also
to connect the cover of the main canopy to the cover of the stabilizing parachute;.

-- a H-shaped frame to give the lower portion of the cover the necessary
rigidity during packing of the lines into the loops;

-- a tube for convenient placement of the spherical pilot parachute.

Figure 18. Connection of Retaining Loop

After inspection of all parts of the parachute, it is prepared for packing.
Preparation consists in the following: the spherical pilot parachute is
fastened to the ring on the cover of the stabilizing parachute with a retaining

r loop (Figure 18), the stabilizing parachute is fastened by the same type of
L loop to the ring on the cover of the maijL parachute (if not already connected).

Also, the spherical parachute must be folded into a "pancake." This is done a3
follows: the packing tube is passed through the aperture at the top of the para-
chute and placed over the cone; the springs are then compressed so that the
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cone and tube pass through the top aperture; after this the tube is removed
from the cone and the check pin is inserted through the cone.

The parachute pack is placed on the table with suspension system upward
and the pack rubber bands are disconnected from the botton (if they have not
already been disconnected). The band hooks should be left on the flaps.

The rip cord handle is placed in the pocket on the main strap of the sus-
pension system and its cords are pla'zed into the flexible hoses of the proper
lengths.

The ends of the adjustable suspension strips are placeu in the double
rings at the triangles of :he leg bands. The upper pair of suspension (support-
ing) strips is fasteneC to the shoulder-back straps by means of the toothed
rings.

The free flexible hose is passed through the retainer on the right chest-
back strap and, assembling the protective cover, the rip cord, fastened by the

retainer loop to the end of the extraction line, is placed in the cover.

The safety devices are checked according to their operating instructions.
The flexible pins with 700-750 mm cords are set in them and the operating
altitude and time are set on their scales. The flexible pins are tied with
SHKHB-125 cord in one figure eight. The bayonet pins and binding strips of
the instruments are used to fasten them onto the mounting plate of the stabilize;
device clamp. The pin of the hose of the device with the elongated loop is set
in the aperture closer to the end of the clamp mounting plate. The slack of
the line of each instrument is then adjusted (it should be between 10 and IS m)
and the loop of the line of the second instrument is connected to the elongated
loop of the first instrument (Figure 19). The instruments are placed as follows
the first in the pocket on the right flap of the pack, the second in the pocket
"on the extended flap. The hose of each instrument is fixed in place with a

I tying ctrap.

Figure 19. Connection of Loops of Two Safety Devices
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Aftcr this the pack and support system are turned over, support system
downward and placed on the table with the top flap toword the parachute canopy.
The free ends of the support system should not be crossed, should be laid out
in pairs with the rear free ends upward.

The canopy and liner- are stretched out to their full length and the top
center loop is connected to the rod at the end of the table. The lines,
beginning with the free end.• of the suspension system, are divided into right
and left groups runtwisted when necessary), and the bottom portion of the canopy
is correspondingly divided into two halves. If the canopy is twisted, the
center loop is removed from the rod of the table and the canopy is turned until ,.
Lhe first strip with the manufacturers symbol is on the top, line 14 is downward. •_
The loop is then once more placed over the rod and the left half of the canopy
is thrown over to the right. This completes the first stage of packing. .

After checking and the corresponding command, the parachutist begins the
second stage, folding of the main canopy.

Two persons are used to fold the parachute--the folder and assistant, and
the checking instructor who checks each stage. The sequence of operations
during folding is the reverse of Lhe sequence of operation of each individual
part of the parachute as it is opened.

The canopy is folded as follows. The loop of line 14, located on the lowcr
edge of the canopy, is placed at the center of the width of the table and the
loop of line 15 is placed over it. The edge of the canopy between them is
smoothed out, after which the folder folds out the strip between these lines
to the entire length of the canopy1, ihile the assistant holds the edge
(Figure 20). Then the loop of line 16 is placed over the loop of line 15, the
edge and panel are straightened, the loop of line 17 is placed over the loop of
line 16 and ,o forth until the entire left half of the canopy has been laid up.
The weights are placed over this half of the canopy and the right half of the
canopy is thrown over the left half. The right half of the canopy is laid up
in a similar manner. Upon completion of this stage of folding, the panel with
the manufacturers mark should be on top. Then, removing the weights, both
halves of the canopy are folded over its entire length to the width of the cover
(see Figure 5) and the weights are put back on the canopy.

After folding of the canopy, the correctness of division of the lines is
checked. The assistant holds the lines at the edge of the canopy, and the folder.
passes the ruler beneath the upper ends of the suspension system between the
lines to the edge of the canopy.

The entire bundle of lines from the free edges of the suspension system
to the very edge of the canopy should be divided into upper and lower halves,
as well as left and right halves. The fourteenth, check line (which has a
recognition mark sewed on, is located in the right group of lines and is con-
nected to the semicircular ring of the front free end of the suspension system
as the extreme left line so connected) should be on the bottom, not twisted with
the other lines.
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Figure 20. Beginning of Folding of Main Canopy of
D-1-8 Parachute: a, Linc No. 14; 1, Line No. 15

After checking the bundles of straps, they are pulled out, shaken and
laid out strap to strap on the table. The cover is placed over the canopy.
'ro do this, the assistant pushes his hand in through the top of the cover and
grasps the top of the canopy, the folder takes the cover by the bottom edge
of the apron and pulls it down over the canopy to the level of the edge with
the loops up, removing the weights from the canopy as he pulls the cover
down. The bundle of lines should be located at the center between the groups
of loops.

Third stagc--placement of lines in cover loops. To do this, the line
cover is moved up1 ward and the fl-shaped frame is set in the pockets of the cover.
Then the edge of the canopy is covered with the cover apron and the lower
(removable) loops are passed through the windows of the apron. The entire
bundle of lines is grasped at a distance of 0.45 m from the edge of the canopy
in the hook and pulled with the hook into the right removable loop so as to
form a bend about 5 cm long beyond the loop. The left loop is checked in the
same manner. After checking of the apron, the bundle of lines is placed into
the loops with the hook in the form of flat zigzags. Beginning with the upper
right gro.up of loops, the bundle is pulled into each pair of loops. Between
the edge of the canopy and the first, checking loop, and also between checking
loops a certain slackness of the bundle of straps should be retained, to avoid
early release of the apron (Figure 21).

During packing, one must be sure that the lines do not become twisted.
The last 40-50 cm of the lines are not pulled into the loops. After completion
of folding of the lines, the fl-shaped frame is removed and the line protector
is lowered onto the bottom portion of the cover.

Fourth stage--packing of the portion of the cover containing the canopy
into the internal pocket of the pack with subsequent preparation of the stabiliz.
"ing device lock and packing of the stabilizing parachute.
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The free ends of the suspension system are pulled to the center and placed
on the bottom of the pack so that the straps are located along the pack, the
split rings are 350-400 mm from its upper edge. At the same time the lower
portion of the cover with the canopy is placed over the straps In the pocket
to its entire depth (without twisting the cover) (Figure 22). Then, bending
the cover and canopy at the level of the windows of the pack and at the very
bottom of the pocket, the portion of the cover with the canopy is inserted into
the inner pocket of the pack to the level of the circular strip (to the ends of
the load-bearing straps). The cover and canopy should make three layers in the
inner pocket of the pack (Figure 23).

F -

Figure 21. Placement of Lines in Loops of Cover

"40, T

Figure 22. Beginning of Packing of Cover with Main I

Canopy into Internal Pocket of Pack
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rigure 23. Cover with Canopy in !nternal
Pocket of Pack

,Then, the ends of the load-bearing straps and rings are passed from the
inside into the. ring windows of the pocket and brought out through the windows
on the bottom of the pocket to the outside--to the stabilizing device clamp.
To fasten the rings in the clamp, the pack with its filled inner pocket is
rotated bottom upward. One must be sure at this time that the load-bearing
straps are not crossed and do not fall out of the windows.

The laop of the rip cord is placed over the upper (small) cone of the
stabilizing dovice clamp, the elongated loop of thQ KAP-3P device is placed
over the lower cone; the rings of the load-bearing straps are placed over the

* cones of the clamp mechanism body (over the lar',, truncated cones) and thle
clamp mechanisw is closed, by rotating it counter clockwise.

A thread of SIIKIJB-125 (one thickness) is passed through the apertures in
the upper portion of the clamp mechanism and, by tying its ends together, the
clamp is blocked closed. After this the pack is rotated back so that the sus-

~ .;.j pension system is downward. '

Hialf of the remaining portion of the cover and main canopy, folding at
the level of the ends of the bottom of the pack, is placed over the inner
pocket and packing of the stabilizing parachute is begun.

SThe canopy of the stabilizing parachute is usually not specially folded.
it is simply grabbed by the peaK, held tip and shaken, so that the lines and
panels art located syimmetrically relative to the vertical axis of the parachute.
The lines are checked: they should not be twisted or crossed, any line should
separate freely from the bundle when pulled to one side.

' h- After checking the lines, the cover is pulled over the canopy of the
stabilizing parachute and the lines are placed in the loops of the cover (the
technology of this opeiation is similar to the technology of placement of the
main canopy in the covor and pulling of its lines into the loops, except that

*the H-shaped frame is not used). The strap protector is then lowered and
0.5 m of the upper portion of the cover of the main canopy is placed into it--
down to the level of the loop. A thread (of SHKHB-125 cord) is passed through
this loop and the three loops on the line protector of the stabilizing para-
chute and, holding the loops toward each other slightly, the ends are tied

Itogether (Figure 24).
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"Then the remaining portion of the cover is placed in the pack with the
ia;iu c;nopy so that four layers arc formed above the pocket. Thc cover with
the stabilizing parachute canopy is placed over the last layer, covering the
(at ire area, and the folded pilot parachute is placed over this. The pin in
the cone of the pilot parachute should lie along the length of the pack, with
its ring toward the lower flap of the pack.

/\ -

Figure 24. Connection of ,'.lain Canopy Cover to
Stabilizing Parachute Cover: 1, Cover with Main
Canopy; 2, Cover with Stabilizing Parachute
Canopy; 3, Breakaway Thread; 4, Spherical Pilot
Parachute

Fifth stage--tightening of pack over central cone (Figure 25). The middle
hole of the left side flap of the pack is pulled tight over the cone of the
pilot parachute, the check pin is pulled out and pulled into its loop, then
the supplementary pin is inserted in its place after the flap is pulled over
the cone. After this, the middle hole of the right side flap is pulled over
the colie over the left flap, the supplementary pin is removed and reinserted
above both flaps. .

Sixth stage--final tightening of the pack. Using the other supplementary
pin, the top flap of the pack is pulled tight, by placing the top holes of
both side flaps over its cone. The first pin of the rip cord is placed over
both of these holes in the top cone, after first passing it through the loop
of the rip cord. The second pin of the rip cord is inserted in the cone of
the pilot parachute, after removing the supplementary pin.

Then the lower hole on the right side flap is placed over the lower coec
on the left side flap and a supp'cmentary pin is inserted. Then the lower
flap of the pack is closed. To help in this operation, the folder takes the
ruler by both ends and places it over the side flaps of the pack at the level
of the lower cone. The helper grabs the ring hole of the lower flap and pulls
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it up toward the cone. At the same time, the folder pulls the riler heneith
the lower flap in the direction from the cone toward the base of the flap
(Figure 26). The ruler is thn removed, the hole is pulled over the cone,
the supplementary pin i- removed from the cone and replaced with the laIst pin
of the rip cord, over both holes.

Figure 25. Beginning of Tightening of Pack

This completes packing of the porachute into the pack. It remains only
to push the secondary flaps into the pack with the ruler, to pull tight and
hook thi- pack rubber bands and to tighten the safety flap of the closurc device.
One must he sure that the hooks are carefully clamped into tile wire loops on
"the flaps, that the rubber bands pass through the retainers around the perimeter
of the bottom of the pack and through the apertures beneath the base of the
flaps. Atte'ntion should be also given to see that the right bands pass beneath
the hose. of1 the safety devices, that the top bands pass bencalhi the rip cord
line. The insertion of the extracion .line beneath the rubber bands oil the pack
is then begiin.

The unit which conoects hhe extraction line with the cord in thU end of
the flexible hose is guidod between the tipper and right side flaps. The ext :ac-

tion line is placed in a zigzag shape beneath the upper and lower rizbhr hands
of the right flap. The middle loop of the line is tied with a breakinj, thread
(of SIIKIIII-125 material) in one thickness to the ring on the flap of the pack, ".
and the und of the cord of the flexibic pin of the safety device is attached to
the loop itself (if two devices are installed on the parachute, both cords are
attached).

The snap hook of the extraction line Is placed in a special pocket on the
right flap of the pack beside the pocket for the safety devices.

This sixth and final stage completes packing of the parachute. The pack-
ing equipment and closure device are then checked. After being stre that
everything is in order, the parachute is placed in its carrying bap, sealed
and the corresponding entries are made on the certificate.

Packing of the D-1-8 series 6 parachute for a jump with inuediate opening
(without stabilization) using the spherical pilot parachut, is performed in

L. the same sequence as for a jump with stabilization, but with the following
changes:
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-- installation of the safeLy device is eliminated;
-- before placing the cover over the main canopy, the ends of the load-

bearin,; lines with loops are placed in their retainers, sowed onto the canopy

-- after packing the lower portion of the cover with the canopy into the
inner pocket of the pack, the windows are atLached to the windows of the bottom
of the pack by breaking thread in two passes;

-- the flexible pin is not tied to the loop of the extractinn line.

I Ij

Figure 26. Tightening of Last (Lower)
Flap of Pack

PI

Figure 27. Packing of Covers with Canopies
in Pack in Version with Forced Extraction of
Cover with Stabilizing Parachute by Extraction
Line: 1, Stabilizing Parachute Cover; 2, Main
Parachute Cover; 3, Central Cone
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If the parachute is packed for a Jump with stabilization of fall with
orced extraction of the cover with. the stabilizing canopy (without using the

spherical pilot parachute), as the parachute is prepared for packing, only the .
spherical pilot parachute is eliminated from the set. The rip cord is attached L
to the central loop of the extraction line, while the loop on the cover of the
stabilizing parachute is attached to the end loop.

The parachute in this version is packed the same as in the first version,
with the following differences:

-- the covers with the main and stabilizing canopies are placed in the pack
as shown on Figure 27;

-- the central holes of the side flaps of the pek are placed over the cone
of the main canopy cover;

-the loop of the rip cord is left free (not placed on the first pin of
the extraction line);

-- the end of the flexible hose with the extraction line is directed between
the upper and right side flaps, while the connectors joining the extraction line
to the cover and extraction cover to the cord are left outside.

When the D-1-8 series 6 parachutn is packed for a jump with forced extrac-
tion of the cover with the main canopy by the extraction line, the pilot and
stabilizing parachutes are eliminated, as well as the safety devices; the end
of the extraction line is connected to the loop on the cover of the main canopy,
its middle loop is connected to the loop on the rip cord. Before placing the
cover on the canopy, the ends of the load-bearing lines are placed in the
retainers, and the top loop of the canopy is connected to the breaking line.
After the canopy is placed in the cover, the other end of the breaking line is
tied both to the canopy cover loop and to the end loop of the extraction line.

Placement of the cover with the canopy in the pack and blocking of the
internal pocket of the pack with breaking thread are performed the same as in
the version with immediate opening of the main canopy (without stabilization),
while tightening of the pack is the same as in the version with stabilizatioa
without the spherical pilot parachute.

With all version of packing, the loop of the rip cord is connected to the
clamp on the stabilizing device ring. This avoids the possibility that the
parachuti5t will hang from the aircraft if the loops of the load-bearing lines
are connected to the clamp of the stabilizing device by mistake. This type of
error can occur only with careless packing of the parachute for a jump with
forced extraction of the cover with the main canopy.

Sports-training parachutes for jumps with forced extract-on of the cover
4•h the main canopy are packed similarly. The rip zord handle is not installed

i, this case.

For jumps with f3rced opening of the pack, the sports parachute includes
a pilot parachute and an emergency rip cord handle. The pilot parachute in
this packing version is attached to the central loop of the main canopy cover,
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while the loop of the rip cord is placed over the first pin of the forced open-
Ing line (beforn the pin is inserted in the locklnp. device). After opening of
thu pack in the airstroam, the cover is pulled out with the main canopy by means
of the pilot parachute,

In the version of packing of sports-training parachutes for jumtrs with
,nanual opening, the rip cord ring is used in place of the extraction line, withpins on the rip cord which hold the rings onto the cones of the packs, and with'

the safety device. The loop of the device is placed over the first pin of the
line, whiile the end of the flexible hose is mounted on a special plate oln the
pack flap. The extraction line 1: used to activate the device (the line on the'
flexible pin of the device is attached to the end loop of the extraction line).
Otherwise, this packing version does not.differ.from the version with forced.I opening of the pack.

Rescue parachutes are packed only for manual opening and, as a rule, with
safety devices installed in them.

Packing of a reserve parachute is also divided into six stages. Let us A
discuss these using the Z-2 series 2 or Z-3 reserve parachute.

First stage--preparatory. -:

The working location and necessary packing equipment are prepared, the
parachute is carefully inspected. The canopy and lines, pack, rip cord and
ring, carrying bag should be in good condition and clean. The pins of the
rip cord are passed through the pack, hoses, and the rip cord handle is set in
the pocket on the pack flap.

The canopy is fastened down by hooking the top loop over the rod :it the
end of the table and drawn out to its full length. The tines are also extended.
The intermediate suspension system is placed on the table so that the loop is
next to the table, the free ends are parallel to each other and the circles arc
turned toward the canopy.

Second stage--packing of the canopy.

,1 The canopy is packed in the same manner as the canopy of the D-l-8 para-
chute. The control line (which has a rccognition collar sewn around it, is
in the right group of lines and is connected to the semicircular ring of the A
lower free end as the extreme left line) should be on the bottom, the panel
"with the plant insignia should be on the top.

The second stage is completed upon checking of the position of the lines" ~~(divided over their entire length according to the free! end!; into four parts i

"which must nul overlap and must not be twisted). After this the loop at the
Stop of the cio,,.py i!; rcioved from the rod at the head of the table.
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Third stage--packing of lines.

THi pack is placed with loops upward and the flaps Pre bent beneath it.
The intermedI~aLe suspension system Is placed on the pack so that tho straps
with which the reserve parachute is connected to the suspension system of thc II, main parachute arc located over the windows in the upper flap of the pack,
while the crosspiece is located between the base of the flap and the loops.

L 2I,,y

Figure 28. Intermiediate Suspension System of Reserve
Parachute: 1, Semicircular Rings; 2, Free L~nds; 3, Cross-
Piece; 4, Straps; 5, Mounting Brackets; t), Pocket for
Hlip Cord 11andle of Main Parachute

If thc reserve parachute is used in combination with a main parachute, the
suspcnsion ý-ystvm of which does not include special brackets for attachment ofr ~reserve paraichut~e strajps, tho crosspi~ece must be placcd at the base of the upper
pack flap. in this c~tse, the excess of thc center portion otf the crosspiece Is
passed through the eclntral 1001) and into the retainer on the bottom of the pack.
The bend in the bundle of straps in the left p)air of free ends 5-6 cm from the
semici-.cular ringes is pulled with the hook, through the lower left loop ' n thle

*direction f'roin the edjge toward the center of the bottoin of the pack; the bundle
of l ine-. iin the right pair is correspondingly pul lcd through the right lower loop.

the upper openiink, in file pack, it is pulled first into tilc middle, then into the
left upper tool). Further p)IlCACemet Of the lines in thle loops is perforrmed by

V the ordinary mcthod: the hook is placed alternately into the right and left loops,
formiing flat. zigzags. Termwainder of the lines (1.2-1.4 m) is placed on top
Is a zig~ag.

If the resurve parachute is used in combination with a main parachute, the
suspension ,systvm of which has brackets for attaciument of the rcsvrve parachute
str~aps, the injtermed i:ite suispension system (Figure 28) is laid on) thc pack soj
thut the crosspi'ccu i., at the base of t~iu lower pack flap. The moutnting brackets
are reserved fromi the intermediate suispenszion F;ys trni of the reserve parachute
Inl this ca1se. 35I



On the crosspiece, along the lower opening of the pack bottom, first the
left, then the right pair of free ends are laid out against each other, bending
them by 90' relati.ve to ýL, direction of the straps and bending them around
their longitudinal axis by 1800. The bend in the bundle of lines oL the left
pair of free ends is pulled into the lower right loop and in the direction fromthe center of the bottom of the pack toward the side, while the bend in the

bundle of lines ef the right pair is correspondingly pulled through the left
lower loop.

Further operations involved in packing the lines and their sequence in the
version of placer.ment of the reserve parachute with short straps are the same as'
those operations described above in packing the lines of a reserve parachute in
the version with long straps.

hI

Fourth stage--packing of canopy onto bottom of pack.

The canopy is placed onto the bottom of the pack so that the lower edge
of the canopy is at the base of the upper flap. Then, bending the canopy over
the lower and upper edges of the upper flap. Then, bending the canopy over the
lower and upper edges of the bottom of the pack alternately, it is folded into
zigzags equal in length to the length of the park. The top portion of the canopy
with the extraction device pockets should be on top, and the pockets themselves
should not extend beyond the bend in the canopy, be twisted or bent inward.

Fifth stage--tightening of uppvr and lower flaps.

The :anopy is pressed downward by hand and the top flap of the pack is
pulled over it. The bottom flap is placed over the top flap. Then the upper
and lower flaps are pulled, the left hole of the lower flap is placed over the

left cone of the upper flap and the pin is pushed through the aperture of the
cone.

After this, the pack is tightened over the second cone.

Sixth stage--final. I
First the left, then the right side flaps are tightened, using the pins

from the rip cord to replace the packing pins.

After 21 flaps are tightened, the packing ruler is used to straighten out*

the pack arid align the flaps. c.

The final pin of the rip cord is sealed using No. 40 thread, glue and a

small piece of paper, on which the person responsible for packing writes the
date and his signature. I

The safety flaps and pack rubber bands are installed. The last stage of
packing is completed by filling out the certificate of the parachute.
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Basic Rules for Operation and Storage of Parachu:tz

Parachutes packed for jumps must be stored scaled. If sterdge is to be
for less than 15 days, the pack rubber bands can be left tight. Before
ptutting on the parachute (or before the parachute is installed in a pilot's
ejection chair), it must be carefully inspected. The seal on the pnrachute
and the packing date are checked. External inspection is used to detvrmine
the presence, good condition and correctness of installation of all parts;
the ease of movement of the pins in the cones, correctness of installation
of parachute safety deviec', adjustment of the suspension system and positioa
of the OSK (or OSK-D) claupls are checked..

If a main parachute is prepared for jumping, the suspension system of
which has brackets for mounting of a reserve parachute, it is used in combin-*1 ation with a reserve parachute with short straps. The mounting brackets must
be removed from its strap loops.

Before the suspension systems of the main and reserve parachutes areA connected together, the parachutist puts on the main parachute and connects
the snap hooks of the chest crosspiece and leg straps (the snap hook spring
should be turned toward the body of the parachutist).

The reserve parachute is mounted in the following sequence:
-- the snap hooks mountijug the reserve parachute (located on straps mounted

on rings or ribs of the main parachute pack) are snapped over the half rings
on the bottom of the reserve parachute pack; the mounting straps of the reserve
parachute pack are adjusted to tighten it against the parachutists body;

-- the loop of the left strap of the intermediate suspension system of the
reserve parachute is pushed up between the sides of the left bracket yoke; the
pin of the bracket is passed through this loop (Figure 29); pressing on the
head of the pin, it is rotated one quarter turn until the lugs enter the
recesses on the opposite side of the yoke;

-- the right strap of the intermediate suspension system is similarly con-
nected to the right mounting bracket of the reserve parachute.

If a main parachute is used, the suspension system of which does not have
reserve parachute mounting brackets, it must be used in comnination with a
reserve parachute with long straps. in this case, the suspension systems are
connected before the parachute is put on using the brackets in the loops of

the straps of the reserve parachute (Figure 30). The pin of the mounting
bracket passes through the center loop of the bend shoulder ring on one side
and all loops pass through this ring on the other side. The pin retaining
snaps must be turned toward the inside and pressed tightly against the body
of the bracket after the pins are screwed in.

The parachutist puts on the parachute set thus assembled with the help of
his assistant. The sequence is as follows: the parachutist takes the reserve
parachute, the helper takes the main parachute and they lift them upward. The
parachutist then passes his head up between the straps of the reserve parachute
and, lowering it slightly and holding it up alternately with the left and right
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hand, lie' places first his left arm, th.-n his right arm through the back-

rshoulder straps on either side.

Brackets of the Reserve Parachute are Instal led on the

Figure 29. Connection of Suspension Systems of Mainan

adReserve Parachutes in the Version n which the Souspntiong
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After snapping all snap hooks 'on the suspension system, the pack of the
reserve parachute is attached to the snap hooks by means of the straps, which
are theui adjusted to tighten against the body of the parachutist.

All parts of the parsichute, connecting br4,kts and placement of parts
and instruments are carefully inspected after the parachute has been put on
but before entering the aircraft.

After completing a jump, the parachutist takes off the suspension system
j and disconnects the rescvv: parachute. He then takes the canopy by the top

* loop, pulls it out to i,- "-ntire length and shakes it, to remove foreign objects
(grass stems and dirt). 1!t: rolls the canopy up into-a roll, then winds the
lines up in a slipping (continuout) loop in the direction from the canopy to
the suspension system (Figure 31). The rubber bands are unhooked from the base
of the pack and the flaps are straightened.if.

After this, the parachutist places the equipment in the carrying bag in
the following sequence. The pack is set at the center of the bag against the 1
rib, its inside turned toward the side of the bag to which the tipper flap is .
sewn. Then the canopy, rolled cover and lines are placed between the inside

of the pack and the side of the bag, and the reserve parachut rind suspension
system-with all metal parts are placed in the other sectlun of the bag. Tfhc
spherical pilot parachute is folded And placod on top, then the bag is closed.

If the parachute falls in•to dir'ty or sea water, It is washed in clean
fresh water, then hung up to dry without being wrung out. Parachutes used for

landing (m snow are also hung up to dry. In the winter, they are hung up in
L - rooms, in summer--in the open air, but out of direct sunlight. Parachutes

mus, be carefully dried. If even slightly wet, parachutes are packed and then
used later in low temperatures, the textile materials may freeze together,
preventing the canopy from opening. Storage of moist parachutes in warm
weather can cause the appearance of mold on cotton parts, reducing their
strength.

Figure 31. Assembly of Parachute After Landing

Benzine or non-ethyl gasoline can be used to romoce dirt and spots from a
parachute. Chemical stains are removcd by cutting out the damaged sector and
sewing in a patch3
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Parachutes must be stored in a dry, well-ventilated area, where the
relative humidity is between 40 and 70%, the temperature between 0 and +30"C.
,hey must be protected from direct exposure to sunlight.

Parachutes should be stored in special cabinets or on shelves ann deep.
at least SO cm from the walls and the ceiling, at least 1 m from heating
devices. There must be a minimum of 20 cm between the bottom shelf and the
f loor,

Parachutes must not be stored near paints, fuels and lubricants, acids,

alkalis or substances which liberate corrostI4c gasses, or near metal objects
which may rust.

Parachute dc•vicct caui be stored together with parachutes or separately,
depending on the necessity of using them.

When parachutes are transported, in order to protect them from damage and
dirt, they must be covered with canvas. Bags of parachutes must be placed not
over four high and also covered with canvas. .............

r At the loading point, parachutes are placed on field tables or canvas'•

ground covers (not over two high) and protected from sunlight and moisture.

In preparing a parachute for extended storage, it is aired out, the full
set of equipment is put together, the canopy is folded by panels, placed in
the bag, as in assembly before a jump, and the bag is sealed.

Parachutes in storage are periodically unfolded and dried. The times
between refolding and drying, like the service lives of parachutes, are d( Dr-
mined by the instructions for folding and use for each type of parachute
individually.

All uses, refoldings, dryings and repairs of parachutes, as well as trans-
mission of a parachute from one organization to another and assignment to a
parachutist or team (group) member must be recorded on the certificate with
the parachute.

Parachute Instruments

Parachute are equipped with special instruments which assure jump safety
or help the parachutist to orient himself in the air.

To supply the jumper with oxygen during jumps from high altitudes, para-
chute oxygen devices are used (KP-23, KP-27, etc.). As a safety device in
case the parachutist or pilot performing a forced evacuation for Fome reason
cannot open his parachute himself, various types of KAP-3 devices or the PPK-2P
device are used, as well as the PPD-10 new device for training parachutes.
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Sports parachutists use the SM-16 stopwatch to count off free fall, time
during jumps with delayed opening of the parachute, and the miniaturized VP,
altimeter to dcternine their altitude.

The parachute oxygen device (Figure 32) in assembled form is n flat
duralumin box with two hoses, a nipple scaled with a plug and a viewing wiidow.
Within the box is a hatte-.y of series-connected cylinders, a capillary tube

wound into u spiral and a manometer. The cylinders are filled with oxygen
through the nipple to a pressure of 150 atm. The pressure in the device is

tion, oxygen from the cylinders through the capillary tube and opvni stop valve¶ of the switch is fed into the long hose of the device and t),rOugZ' -i~t Into the
of the oxygen inask. The second (short) hose is disconnected ait the moment,

and its opening is covered by a back valve. rhe capillary. tube sl:ws the
oxygen feed rate. Due to this tube, the oxygen is fed in'to the miask in ar-
continuous stream, creating normal pressure for breathing throughout the entire
t ime o f opcrat ion of the device (15 mi nutes) .

7

Figure 32. KP-23 Parachute Oxygen Device: 1, BaseI

olf Device; 2, Battery of Cylinders; 3, Switch with
Stop-Start Valve; 4, MK(-14M Oxygen Manometer;
5, Capillary Tube; 6, Charging Nipple; 7, Plug;
8, Cover Device; 9, Hose (0.25 in); 10, Hose (0.7 m)

The shafts of both valves of the switch are connected by a matching
!ever so thot when one valve is open, the second is closed and vice verse.
When the short hnse is inserted into the switch it presses with its shaft onto I
the back valve and holds it in the open position--the stop valve is closed.

* The short hose is held in the switch by means of a blocking device consisting
of concý, holes and pins. The ends of the pins are connected together and
at La.ieu6 to a 5nap hook.
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In the aircraft, the snap hook is attach4d to one wall of the aircraft,
while the second end of the short hose is connected to the aircraft oxygen
supply. Thus, oxygen from the aircraft oxygen s)3tem can be used in flight.

Upon leaving the aircraft, the pins are pulled out of the cones, the short
hose is disconnected from the switch and its oi.d is covered with the back valve.
At the same time, the stop valve is opened and the device begins operating.

Parachutes designed to carry the oxygen device have a special pocket with
ties on the bottom of the pack. The device is inserted in the pocket so that ii
the short hose is turned toward the ho.e of the onboard oxygen supply in posi-
tion in the aircraft.

When the oxygen device is mounted on the parachute, one must be sure that
the position of the hoses does not interfere with normal operation of the free
ends of the suspension system of the parachute as it is opened.

The parachute safety device is a sort of mechanical hand which helps the
parachutist if needed. The device automatically pulls the pins from the cones
of the closure device of the pack aad also opens the clamp of the stabilizing
device if the parachutist for any reason does not pull the rip cord. The oper-
ating springs of safety devices provide a pull of at least 28 kg.

The most commonly used safety devices are the KAP-3 of various modifica-
tions (Figures 33 and 34) and the PPK-2P, similar in design and external
appearance but differing in technical characteristics, used for rescue para-
chutes. These devices have a combined memory unit consisting of interacting
clock and barometer mechanisms. The operating springs are blocked by the clock
mechanism for two to five seconds. In turn, the clock mechanism can be blocked
by the aneroid barometer mechanism.

The devices are prepared for use as follows.

By rotating the screw adjusting the position of the aneroid box, the
mechanism is set to the altitude at which the device should operate. This
screw is connected to a plate carrying the altitude scale divisions. Rotating
the screw therefore adjusts the desired scale division beneath the pointer
(this operation is referred to as setting of the altitude of the device).

The flexible pin is then inserted in the device, blocking the anchor
wheVl of the clockwork mechanism. A special bracket or cord is used to h.,4

tighten the line of the puller device to the click stop, compressing tho
working springs and blocking the clockwork mechanism. ,

After this the flexible line is pulled out and, turning the device with
the viewing windows downward, the operation of its clockwork mechanism is
tested. When the pin is pulled out of the device, the anchor wheel is freed ..
and the clockwork mechanism begins to operate under the influence of the main
spring, indicated by the easily audible clicking.
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rgr 33, iga of KArP-3 Device: A, Clockwork
L 'cli~ani;m; B, Aneroid Mechanism; C, Puller Device;
1, Tap Plate; 2, Sheft; 3, Timescale; 4, Flexible
Pin; 5, 6, Return Springs; 7, Connecting Unit;
83, Line; 9, Main (Working) Spiral Springs; 10, Block-
ing Lever Shaft; 11, Blocking Lever; 12, Altitude
Scale; 13, Lower Plate; 14, Setting Gear; 15, Setting
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Just as in ,an alarm clock at tho time set a spring is released and a bell
is souided, in the parachute safety device the operating springs are released V..
and the rip cord is pulled rapidly into the hose.

If the clockwork mechanism is operating properly and no metal powder,
sand or other foreign objects can be seen through the viewing window, the time
is set.

In order to sct the needle opposite the desired time scale division, the
flexible pin is once more inserted into the device, and the main spring is
wound up. Then, by removing the pin and immediately reinserting it several
times, the clockwork mechanism is allowed to run off the extra time, i.e., the
device is set on the desired time. After this the pin Is blocked by tying it
in position with a loop of S!IKIIB-125 cord (Figure 35).

rigure 35. Blocking of Flexible Pin of
Automatic Parachute Safety Device: 1, Cord;
2, Flexible Pin Loop; 3, Device for Break-
ing Thread

For a forced jump of jump with delayed opening of the parachute, both the
altitude and time are entered in the device: it "orders" the parachute not to
be opened below a fixed altitude, but in no case any earlier than a fixed time.

For a jump with stabilization not over 5 seconds, the altitude on the
device is set at 4000 m--clearly higher than the altitude at which the jump
will be made, i.e., in effect the aneroid mechanism is disconnected, while the
needle of the clockwork mechanism is set opposite the division with the figure
5. If two devices are set, the first device (with the long loop) is set at
5 sec, the second device is set for somewhat longer time. The line connecting
the flexible pin of the first device to the extraction line is also somewhat
shorter than the line of the second device. This prevents simultaneous opera-
tion of the devices and protects the long loop of the first device from exces-
sive load.
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After this preparation, the devices are installed on the pairachutes.

If defects are found in the parts of the extraction device (breaking of
parts of the cord, wear of braiding on hose, wear of line loop, scratches on
the special or tail nut; etc.), or if the hose and cord must b, replaced by
longer or shorter items, the device may be partially dissembled.

To avoid accidents due to possible expansion of the powcr springs, the
device must be dissembled in the following strict sequence:

-- flexible pin 24 (Figure 36) is inserted into special hole 25 in the
body of the device and the power springs are wound;

-- special bolt 16 with loop 17 is removed from special nut 15;
-- the winding key supplied with the device is unscrewed from special nut

1S of collar 19;
-- collar 19 and special nut 15 are removed from the cord;
-- cap I is removed with the wrench' supplied with the device, after which

the insert is removed and clamp 2 with spring 3 is removed from the gtiidc
tubes;

-- a smooth metal rod 14-15 nmm in diameter and at least 100 mm long is
insertcd in the tube until it pre.sses against the piston; to ,ivoid ejecting

the rod from the tube when the device operates, its free end is pulhed firmly
against the surface of a tdeble;

-- flexible pin 24 is removed from the body and the device is allowed to
operate;

-- fter operation of the de~vice, gradually releasing the force un the
metal rod, it is moved aw'ay from the spring;

-- piston 5 is removed from the tube together wit'i line 11 and spiral
, springs 8 and 9;

-- screw 7 is removed from the piston, then plug 6 is removced, followed
by line 11;

-- coullping nut 21 of the hose is removed from guide tube 22; afler this
counter nut 20 is loos',ned :ird bushing 10 is unscrewed, using the1 wrctnchs
supplied with the device.

The parts arc replaced as required prom the spare part.: set stipplied with
the device.

The extractor device is assembled in the following order:
-- line 11 is rubbed with a rag soaked in type OKB-122-3 oil (No. 3 oil)

and passed through the end aperture into piston 5; plug 6 is set in the same
aperture and held there with screw 7;

-- bushing 10 is set into coupling nut 21, then counter nut 20 is screwed
on;

-- bushing 10 is screwed into tip 12 of hose 13, which is blocked with
counter nut 20; the coupling nut should rotate freely on the bushing of the
tip,

-- the thread af guide tube 22 is lubricated with No. 3 oil, after which
coupling nut 21 is screwed on;

-- spiral springs 8 and 9, roller 23 and its shaft, as well as the friction
surface of the piston are lubricated with No. 3 oil, after which the springs
and line with the piston are set in tube 22;
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--flexible pin 24 is set into special bushing 25 in the body of the device;

-- a smooth metal rod 14-15 mm, in diameter is pressed against piston S,
forcing it into tube 22 until power springs 8 and 9 are compressed so that
roller 23 of piston 5 clicks behind lever 4 (to do this, the metal rod is
rested against the surfaoe of the table, and the body of thc device is pressed
downward, forcing the rod inward and compressing the spring);

-- spring 3 is inserted in tube 22 with clamp 2, cap I is placed an',
tightened over the clamp;

-- special nut 15 and collur 19 are placed over line 11, the collar is
screwed into the nut, then loop 17 is passed into the slots of spocial screw
.1, which is then screwed into nut 15.

Figure 36. Overall View of KAP-3 Device with Cover
Removed: 1, Cap; 2, Clamp; 3, Spring; 4, Blocking Lever;
5, Piston; 6, Plug; 7, Screw; 8, Inner Spiral Spring;
9, Outer Spiral Spring; 10, Bushing; 11, Line; 12, iHose
Tip; 13, Hose; 14, Threaded Bushing Tip; 1S, Special Nut;
16, Special Screw; 17, Loop; 18, Line Tip; 19, Clamp;
20, Counter Nut; 21, Coupling Nut; 22, Guide Tube;
23, Roller; 24, Flexible Pin; 25, Special Bushing; 26, Body
of Device

After the device is ass3mbled, one must check to see whether its clock-
vork mechanism operates smoothly. This is done by removing the flexible pin
and observing the motion of the needle. The mechanism shoulL operate without
stopping or jerking. After the device operates, special nut 15 should not
reach tip 14 of the threaded bushing.

When a jump is made, the device is switched or by pulling out the
flexible pin with the rip cord as the parachutist jumps out of the aircraft
(or the pilot leaves the catapult seat). If this occurs at an altitude
equal to or less than the altitude set in the aneroid mechanism, the device
will operate after the clockwork mechanism courts off the required time. If
the jump altitude is significantly higher than the altitude set on the ancroid
box, the box will expand and its shaft will project beyond the surface of the
upper plate. The blocking lever of the clockwork mechanism, moving over the
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plate, will stop when it strikes the projecting shaft and the ;lockvork mechan-
ism will stop, without reaching the end of its set time. The 'lock, ork mechan-
ism will be then held in this position until the fixed altitud,. is ieached,
whitc the atmospheric pressure compresses the aneroid box, A& the lox is com-
pressed, the shaft disarpears beneath the surface of the I late and allowi the
blocking lever to continue moving; the clockwork mechanism wi:l the tic!. off
the remaining second, releasing the power springs, and th device w 11 operate.

The parachute altimeter is an aner'oid barometer. It, scalc is calibrated
not in uuit3 of pressure, but in units of altitude corespondJ.'g to .his pressure
(in tens of meters and in kilometers).

The operating principle of the device is based on th11 dependen,;e between
elastic deformation of the sentsing element (aneroid box) and atmospheric pres-
cure. The aneroid box is connected through a system of g~ars to the needle
wiich indicates the altitude. The maximum measu.rable altitude is 5C00 m'. The
dimnensions of the device are c6x56x23 mm, weight 80 g.

The device is fastened to the upper flap of the rest-rve parachute by means
of the pack rubber bands, or together with the stopwatch to a special instru-
ment ponel mounted on the rcserve parachute, also by nleans of the rubber bands. j
Theoretical Principles of l'arachute Jumping

Let us study the forces acting on a jumper during a parachute jump.

According to the uriversal law of gravity, all bodies attract each other.
Therefore, any" body suspcnded over the earth is acted upon by the force of
gravity

P-mg

where m is the mass of the bodý; g is the acceleration of the force of terres-
trial gravitation, 9.81 m/sec z.

If the body begins moving freely toward the earth, it will increase its
velocity each second. However, the velocity will not increase by 9.81 ni/sec2,
but rather somewhat less. This is why.. As soon as the body begins to move,

i.e., accumulates some velocity, air resistance appears.

The force of this resistance depends on the shape of the body, its greatest
cross-sectional area in the plane perpendicular to the onrushing airstream
(midsection area), the density of the Air and the rate of motion of the body:

Q Z . -'- , (1)
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whe Cre Q) is thc air resistanice;
C Xis the drag factcr for body shape factor;I

is tlividsection .vrca;
ýj s te iass density of the air;

V i tilej)~ veloi ty of mjotioni of thlehod~y. m tO s i0

a rp;wpd om hl t hsse iixww(1 21,tht)*aemsphericalfom

Tl irecti~ ''tion of, mn0t ion of t hr hULL 1* 111r c 1'-iey direct ioii

frow whi I cl the a i . stream reaches thle body, is iniport-.nt, [or example,if
"I panrichtit is sis fallinjg with hiis jiaraChUt e nut open (referred to a., free

drgLt s( iU..Te~eprmimtis aln ihhsbd tu mgfol 1) wjt~it his body horizontal, face downward with arms and legs, spread, hisI

of l' to the horizonta1 has a drag factor of (.2-0.4. Another example. When

thle a i rs ream st r ike s a hem is ph er icalI body on the concave side the drug is
i iihere {, while when the airstream strikes tie same body on thc convex side the
drag factor decreases to 0.34. s a

Vi-e mass d ensity of til air (mass of the air per unit volume) changes as
a. f t ison of plcrssre and temperature of the air. As the pressure increases,
the denisity of the air increases (and vice verse) , as the temperature increases
the density decreases (and vice verse)h . the density decreaoses with increasing
altitude (pre.. sure decreases).

For specific conditions, thle mass density of air is determined from special

tables or can bc approximately calculated using the formula o .

P=0 .047 T 4-

mi

T 44
where B is the air pressure in min 1ig; ]

T is the absolute temperature of the air

r=273*C+t OCO

"where t*C is the air temperature in degrees Celcius.

Under normal conditions (pressure 70 mm [ig, temperature 150C)
p=0.125 kG-scc2/m4, or 1.225 kg/n 3, which amounts to the; same thing, since

1.225 kG 1.225 'G
1.2125 kg-___ 2 k 0 .12 5 kG-sec

2/i*

gI

*Ori.e should not confuse a kG of force with a kg of mass. The same bod>

having the same mass, will have one weight at the north pole, and another,
slightly lower weight at the equator, and a still lower weight on the surface

of the moon.
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At 51000 mt abo)ve sea Icvel

P-0.0 7 4 -0.0 7 5 4
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-ý from whi chp 1  20!
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fI( i~ t il'det, Oiis ofj air at the surface of th'v, earth;

if tS t h. .l J t i tud in 1 n I11
A'-. Cki'CCil th i. itV Of ftall] of I. ody, i t increases under the influci

of tine 1'o,-e of *' r a' i iv r the wveight of the body. Ilowvcer, tlite weight of* th~e
body\ dov. lit i I iaia''.'it:; ilaiin:3 and the ickcvlerati onl of' t vrrct;trita I grav; tatilol
;iru ill Oli: C01 tata t quIntd it i 'aa BUt thle dra;g OfE tiC 1ir dIoes incr?'a.s(ý

Anati ii ian l'a'la i'd It ~halnvl wL 11"1vN increase,. Feo. ;rpci

1' ( 'it utidrniplcd. (:-oascqancinth :. mc, iwnaaic t :irise M inc.ii
t~t I c,. 'IaCa. t SC -ii' -s ~' ' k ci t Cd i j~ sit

di ve~t I a' i c . ii thcr. Ia'auv'. r, tine 1) does not stial, ill, thi-
I j Alli hl beoccssýAFV tL1 111p1i' 'I Ildnag torce I~vviotvr tihan I

tilt, a ; '0 1, J,! '.d, l . 01 thIiis wotuld C;aaast., tihe hod) to slow dowi.t

lh ;1 a t CLt 1 i ti Iii a'',' ksec l bca he it Cnnined from farnain il (1) by iacrf ri rn-
ag 1!1, !-,.p I rci -od :i Oil-, If Jt tý,C (-itiCal Spee~d Q.PI, then:i

So from which \' P/ ~/ cSp (2)
cr

Ii'c ( la aIcin*;J tv of the air inercases with decreas jag alt ittliae, while
thle ho, 'e arýCatdi Y layers ofi a ir at -i speed equal to the critical speod

fol n': I: Ji~it'a Ianvy' *c . HIe l' -1so iucriuwss cotnuly Thrfe af7e
thec r iliLca v c a~c i t i.ý racached , the fa liiiq bg hod eginsi to s low doWn1 and i ts

11 cacit' 1chI'ie y o fall ing through the at mosphnere at. the vind

c:i iculat c- it wi ing foarnaulas f ol' eadI1 second of faill Tr is alIso di ffi cu it to
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calculate tlhe distance traveled by a body in this sector of time. It is still
more complex to describe mathematically the fall of jumpers, since each man
has a different drag factor, changing also depending on the position of the
j umpers body.

Therefore, in practice with jumps from altitudes of up to 2000 m with
deloys of opcning of not over 11 sec, simpler, empirical formulas are used:

2 2
Vf=gt-O.46t2 and Alid , - 0"5t3

2

where V is tte approximate rate of fall of the jumper in m/sec at the end of

a given second;
Ali is the approximate loss of altitude in m in a falling time of t, sec;
0.46 and 0.15 are coefficients selected experimentally.

In calculating jumps from great altitudes with great delays, special tables
must be used.

The critical velocity of a parachutist after a free fall of 1000 m is
usually 50 m/sec. This speed is reached after approximately 10-11 sec follow-
ing separation from the aircraft and changes little as the jniper approaches
the earth. Of course, free fall can continue only to a certain altitude, after
which the critical speed must be decreased to the safe speed. How is this done?

Analyzing formula (2) we can easily conclude that we must either decrease
the numerator by 100 times or increase the denominator of the expression
beneath the radical by the same factor. However, the numerator contains only
the weight of the parachute, and it cannot be decreased by this factor, while
P in thv denominator also cannot be increased (we have already noted what deter-
mines the mass density of the air). Only C and S remain. It is these quanti-
ties which are sharply increased as the parachute is opened.

What physical phenomenon occurs when a parachute opens?

After the lines ieavc the loops in the cover of the main canopy and the
cover itself leaves the canopy, the canopy, extended to full length is in a
high velocity airstream. A portion of this stream flows beneath the edge of
the canopy and, finding no exit, is decelerated. According to Bernoulli's
law, the pressure in this portion of the stream increases, becomning significantly
greater than the pressure in the surrounding stream. Under the influence of
this extra pressure, the canopy begins to expand from within and straighten
(begins to fill). The drag factor C , midsection area S and, consequently,
drag Q increase sharply. The jumper xis rapidly decelerated.

The increase in force Q is perceived by the parachutist as a shock (and
the phenomenon is called dynamic opening shock). The decrease in velocity will
continue until th,: critical velocity is rcachied for The new C and S and the
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drag is balanced by the force of gravity. A slight additional decrease in
velocity also occurs. However, it is hardly noticeable, since it results only
from the.change in mass density p, which increases slowly as altitude decreases.

If the parachute opened instantly, the increased drag (opening shock
force) would bc very great. During the early stages of development of para--
chutes, when covers were not used, to say nothing of stabilizing parachutes,
jumps with delayed opening of the parachute created such great deceleration
that quite healthy, physically strong jumpers suffered "brown out."

Now, since the advent of covers, pilot and stabilizing parachutes, C and
S increase more slowly and the opening shock is painless, even following xhigh
free fall speeds.

Let us analyze why this occurs.

In the foriula

Vf-d
Q=P+ma=P(l+ f-t

where Q is the force tf opening shock;
P is tic wc-ight uf th jurnpcr i. kG;
m is nis iwi S • ý 'al'( ) ;
a its the mean valnuo uF negatcive acceleration, i.e., the deceleration of

the rate of fiali in ni,,.ec2 , equal to

\f'~VdI t- Vt
where t is the time over which the speed is decreased frowm Vf to Vd (from theII moment of beginning of opening of the parachute to the moment of establishment
of the new critical speed or descent speed of th-. parachutist).

Consequently, the longer the process of opening of the parachute, the
longer the time over which the speed is decreased, the less the value of ina
and the less the force of the opcning shock.

After opening, an uncontrolled parachute is fully at the mercy of air
currents. If there is no wid, it descends vertically. However, this is very
irare. There usually is some movement of the air mass and the parachute, carried
along with this movement, carries the parachutist in whichever direction the
wind is blowing. llowcver, since the parachutist is vitally interusted in where
he lands, he should plan his junip in advance, before he takes off in the air-
plane. This planning consists of determining a point in air space where he
should leave the aircraft and the point whei,_ the parachute should be opened
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so that the eind will carry the parachutist from that point the opening point
of the parachute, to the desired landing spot on the groundi.

The following methods are used for calculation of jumps:
-- arithmetic method, using pilot balloon data;
-- graphic method, usilig pilot balloon data;
-- visual mnethod, using sighting parachutc.

Pilot baloon data are the windspeed (in m/sec) and directions for various
altitudes determined using pilot balloons launched from the landing area or
somewhere nearby.

The arithmetic jump planning method consists of the following. All values
of windspeeds at various altitudes are added right up to the altitude at which
the parachute is to be opened and the sum produced is divided by the number of
quantities added. The result is the mean windspeed

• • +U +U +. +U

"u IuH 2 *u3 Hn

av n

where n is the number of components.

If the assigned parachute opening altitude It and mean descent speed Vd

are known, the descent time tdOHp/Vd from which a~titude can be determined.

The drift of the parachutist is then determined, i.e., the distance on the
terrain between the epicenter of opening of the parachute (the point on the
terrain over which the parachute is opened) and the landing point of the
parachutist

L=u av* td

where L is the drift of the parachutist.

After this, all nv,.teorelogical wind directions (directions from which the
wind blows) are added and, dividing this sum by n, the mean meteorological wi1nd
direction (96D) is determined. The mean MWD is the di'ection from the desired
landing pcinz to the epicenter of opening of the parachute and, if jumps are
mide without delayed opening of the parachute, the direction of arrival of the
dircraft (DAA)

WNith controIled parachutes, which have some horizontal velocity component
of thoir own, thc error in calculation can be corrected bh maneuvering
horizoiitally.
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DA^, " MD1+MWD 2 +MWD 3 '+MWD* I
n

The most precise results in this case are produced JIf the data for the
various altitudes change little. If the changes are great (it may occur that
the wind is blowing in one direction at the surface, in the opposite directior.
higher up), then the graphic method should be used.

The graphic method cf lanning a jump Consists ir. the following. The
landing point is drawn on a sheet of paper and a line, (meridian) is drawn
through it. A line is drawn from the landing point showing the direction of
the wind in the surface (first)-layer and the drift of the parachute in this
layer is laid out on this line in some scale:

L1 t- 1

Then, from the end of the sector thus produced, the drift in the second
layer is calculated and laid out in the same scale, followed by the drift for
the third layer, etc., right up to the assigned opening altimtde. A 2td-aight.
line is drawn through the ends of the broken line thus produced. The angle
between the meridian and the straight line sector connecting the ends of the
broken line will be the DAA, while this sector will in itself represent the
total drift of the parachutist (in scale). The advantage of this method is
its clarity: the approximate trajectory of motion of the parachutist is drawn
in plan.

The visual method. of jump planning using a sighting parachute is the most
precise. To do this, a sighting parachute is released by an aircraft flying
at the assigned opening height and precisely over the center of the landing
area; the rate of descent of the sighting parachute must be approximately the
same as the average rate of des-ýent of the parachutists. After it lands, the
aircraft is directed over a straight line in the direction from the landing
point of the sighting parachute to the center of the landing area (circle).
The flight time of the aircraft over the distance between these points is
measured. Without changing the direction and speed of the aircraft, the pilot
continues beyond the center of the landing area for the same flying time.
The end point of this distance will be the calculated parachute opening point.

Calculations using a sighting parachute can he pcrforned when the wind-
speed is not too great and when one can be sure that the sighting parachute
will land somewhere on the landing area or nearby. Therefore, sighting

* The direction of arrival is not always the cour,:o of the aircraft, since
. there may be a side wind at the junming, altitude and the pilot may halie to nakc

a correction for drift angle in order to ma intain the MAA.

±±1)
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parachutes are most fly for the actual planning, but irather to
check and refine calculations m. •.: ome other method.

When Jumps are made with considerable delay of opening of the parachute,
and also when jumps are made with long fall stabilization, when the opening ..

point of the parachute does not correspond to the point where the parachutist
leaves the aircraft, the separation point must be calculated along with the
paracihutc opening point. The arithmetic or graphic method is used for this.
purposc, but in pulace of V the mean free fall velocity of the parachutist

Vab must be used while Vd is replaced by the fall time from the separating

height to the parachute opening height ti. The direction of arrival of the

aircraft and its flight time'.following the center of the landing area to the

junpp point are selected with the correction for the drift of the parachutist
over the time of his fall. If calculation and jv, Ang are performed properly,
and the weather has not changed, a parachute with neutral canopy (canopy
without slits, stabilizers or other projections used to make it controlable)
will deposit the parachutist at the calculated point.

If the parachutist sees that he is being carried away from the planned
po'iat, he can change the trajectory of his motion, forcing the canopy to slip
in the desired direction. Slipping is achieved by pulling the free end strap-.;
of the suspension system. The canopy is tilted in the direction of the straps
'..alled. As a result of this, more air slips from beneath the edge of the

opposite side of the canopy per unit time; since any gas flow causes a reac-
tion force in the opposite direction, it forces the canopy to move in the
direction of the edge which is pulled downward.

Slipping is also used to avoid approaching other parachutists in the air
"during descent, to refine calculations, and also to reduce the force with Which
the legs strike the earth if a landing must be made in a wind.

Let us study the final stage of a parachute jump--the landing.

1,et us assume arbitrarily that the entire mass of the parachutist is
conccntrated at his center of gravity (cg) somewhere at the center of his
body. Then at the muimcnt of beginning of the landing (when just the bottom
of his hoots havo icontacted the blades of grass at the point of the landing,
b)ut hive not crushed the grass yet), his kinetic energy will be equal to

MV'd/2, his potential energy will be nghbl, where hbl is the altitude of the

cg of the parachutist over the surface of the earth at the beginning of the

plrocess of landing. At the end of landing, when V is equal to zero (full'
stop), his kinetic energy will also be equal to zco, while the potential
energy decreases to mgh where 1i is the height of the cg of the parachutist

over the surface of the earth at the end of the landing. The remaining energy

is ,-xpended in work A, which the parachutist performs during hbl-hel, by

Sactiing on the surface of the earth with force F over the time of the process

of landing.
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The amount of this work A ,.- + mghi1) -'mghe I d + mg(hbl'hel

Since this work, divided by the path length over which it is expended, is a
force, while mmP/g, the force with which the parachutist acts on the ground

A = PVd 2
A+ P or sincc over thc sector from h to

1-~ he g(hbl-hal) avb
he while Vav (hbi-h el/tT)' where tT is the deceleration time from Vd to 0,

the force of this action

-PVd" Va PVd V
"F + Pd P P + .1).Shbl-h el gt T gt T

Yet this same force (any action has an equal and opposite reaction) is
expended by the ground on the parachutist. The effect of this force on the
parachutist is perceived by him as a quite perceptible shock. Therefore, the
parachutist, analyzing the last formula, seeks methods to decrease F.

His own weight P, to which this weight is directly proportional, cannot
be greatly reduced. There is no method to decrease the landing speed as well;
it can only be prevented from increases (increases can be caused by tilting of
"the canopy by excessive, careless use of the straps or control lines).

During a wind, when we must use iiot Vd, but rather 0he resulting landing

speed V1 mV.d2+u•t, where u is the wind speed at the surface, the parachutist

can decrease this resulting speed somewhat by pulling on the straps and caus-
ing the canopy to slip in the direction opposite to the wind. The impact
against the earth in this type of landing will be somewhat less than the
impact which would occur with the same wind but without pulling on the rear
straps.

The parachutist can decrease force F also by increasing the deceleration
distance (hbl-hdl) or the deceleration time td. The distance can be increased

by increasing hbl or decreasing he 1. The altitude of the cg at the beginn*rg

of landing can be increased by stretching out the legs (but not too much, .
we will note below) and by landing in footwear with thick soles.

If the soles of the boots are soft, they also help to decrease hel during

landing. The value of hel is decreased primarily by deeply bending the knees.

However, it is still better if a landing parachutist does not attempt to remain
standing, but rather falls down (but not on his backl). In this case, his
In this case, his cg at the end of tho landing is as close as possible to the
surface of the earth (h el~min) and, with otherwise equivalent conditions, the
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denominator In the formula will be maximal, while Fumin. This is one reason
why it is recommended to parachutists that they not attempt to remain on their SL

r feet when landing, but rather fall forward or to one side. --

As concerns the deceleration times, they increase together with increasing
deceleration distance, This is facilitated by the elastic resistance of the
muscles of the parachutist (primarily the quadriceps or "footbail players
muscles" and glutaeal muscles), and also be sliding of the parachutist along
tile surface in case of a landing in wind (thus increasing the total decelera-
tion distance).

Analyzing the formulas, we can draw the following conclusion.

The landing shock can be decreased if the time of its application i3
increased, i.e., if the movement of the parachutist is decelerated over a
longer time, over a greater distance.

"HIow can this be achieved? First of all, at the beginning of the landing
the parachutist should hold his legs slightly (at about 1500) bent at the

knees and hips.

It would seem that the more the legs are extended, the longer will be I-
the landing distance hbl-hel and the less the force of the impact. Up to a

certain point this is true. But then, due to the excessive reduction in the
distance from the line of action of the force to the bending point (to the
ioint), the bending moment iL decreased (the product of the force b" this dis-
tnce) to the extent that the legs, particularly if they are exteiided precisely
along the trajectory of motion or near it, cannot be bent at the moment of
Scontaicz. The parachutist lands with his legs straight. This type of landing
is quitu dangerous, particularly if the angles in the joints are 1 8 0 0 or even
more. In this case, the time of damping of the speed and the deceleration
distance are sharply decreased, thus increasing the force of the shock. This
typc of landing usually results in injury to the legs, most frequently to the
knLc! , and is quite painful.

The best position of the legs is such that the velocity vector and tra-
jectory of motion of the cg of the parachutist passed through the centers of

the areas of the ankles, shins and thighs (Figure 37). In this case, in addi-
tion the muscles mentioned above, the gastrocnemius and back- muscles can pro-
vide elastic resistance (the muscles should be moderately tense before the
[ llid i jig)

',.u breaking distance cannot be increased by bending the toes downward.
in this position, the load is first accepted by the bones of the feet, which
ir,. very thin and relatively weak. It is particularly dangerous to land with
the toes extended with a cross wind, or with the legs in a position such that
tiv trajcctnry of movement of the cg of the parachutist passes over the feet.
The toes may be easily bent and injured.
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Figure 37, Proper Preparation of Parachutistfor Landing; cg, Center of Gravity; V'd Vertical
and k`h# Hlorizontal Components of Landing

I: -,

Velocity V

It is also not recommended to land on tho heels, since excessive loads •

are transmitted 
to the muscles of the tibia.

It is t ost correct to hold the feet arallel to the surface of the earth,

so that they contact flat.

It is dangerous to sread the legs before landing. The feet may contacth
Sdifferent heights and too much of the shock may be transmitted to one leg.
This type of landing may cause injury. Furthermore, if the ground is approache4
while moving sideways, one leg may strike the other at the moment of landing.
Therefore, in all cases before landing the legs should be tightly pressed
Stogether, allowing their position to be controlled.

Finally, before landing the parachutist should always turn to face in the
direction he is drifting (face downwind). If the landing is made while drift-
ing backward, there is danger of striking the back of the head on the ground.
If the ground is approached while drifting sideways, the legs are bent and
twist-J upon la4ding, possibly resulting in injury.
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Adl of this requires that a parachutist practice his actions using trainers
until they become automatic before ever making a parachute jump.

Physical Training of the Parachutist

Parachute jumping, particularly for begirning parachutists, involved
significant loadings on the organism.

Sports parachutists should have the endurance of a runner, the reactions
of a basketball player, the strength of a boxer, the flexibility and coordi~na-
tion of an acrobat.

Anyone who plans to jump or who has begun jumping should perform physical
exercises each morning. Here is a suggested set of exercises.

fDurat ion
Number Name and Brief Description of Exercise (Number ofRepetitions),.-

1 Breathing -
From the standing position, legs spread

to shoulder width, raise the arms upward
and forward with palms inward (while ris-
ing onto the toes)--inhale, lower the hands
and arms and lean slightly forward--
exhale, then return to initial position. 4-8 times

2 Running (usually with free breathing, then
lifting the knees high and deep breathing)

3 Pulling arms backward*
Starting in the standing position, feet

at shoulder width;
A--arms bent before the chest, palms

downward, elbows to the side--two jerks
(exhale) arms to the side, palms downward
or upward--two jerks (inhale); 4 times

B--arms bent before the chest--two jerks
(inhale), left arm straight downward, right
arm straight upward, hands in a fist--
two jerks (exhale), arms bent before the

I - chest--two jerks (inhale), right arm
straight down, left arm straight up, hands
in fists--two jerks (exhale); 4 times

C--left arm straight downward, right
arm straight upward--jerk, change position
of arms--jerk (free breathing) 16 times
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Duration
Number Name and Brief Description of Exercise (Number of

•!: Repet itions)

4 Grasping**
In the standing position, feet at

shoulder width with free breathing:
A--arms straight forward, hold them

there, compress the hand rapidly into a
fist, then release; 8-16 times

B--same but with arms upward;
C--same but with arms to the side;
D--same, arms downward 4 times

'5 Circular movement of fists*
With feet at shoulder width, arms

straight out to the sides, hand in fists,
make four rotations of the fists forward,
then four rotations back. Fr" breathing 4 times

6 Circular motions with arms scraight*
With feet at shoulder width, arms down-

ward, tight fists:
A--move both arms togethor forward, up-

ward, backward then downward; 4 times
B--same in opposit.e direction. Free

breathing 4 times

7 Head tilt
With feet at shoulder width, arms at the

waist:
A--tilt head forward and backward; 8-16 times
B--tilt head left and right. 8-16 times
Free breathing

8 Head turns
Same position, turn head fully left and

.: right.

"•Free breathing 8-16 times

S9 Circular motion of head

in the same position:
A--tilt head forward, move it to the left,

to the rear, to the right, forward; 4 times
B--same, to the right. 2-4 times

. Free breathing

lI'
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Duration
Number Name and Brief Description of Exercise (Number of

Repetitions)

10 Body tilts*
From same position with legs straight:
A--tilt body forward rapidly, touch I

floor with hands (exhale), then raise hands
upward, rise up on toes, jump (inhale); 4 times

B--with left hand behind back, right hand i

upward, tilt twice to the left (exhale), .
change position of hands (inhale)--tilt
twice to the right ýexhale) 4 times

11 Body turns*
With hands at side, feet at shoulder

width, without raising feet from floor,
turn body as far as possible left--right:

A--with vertical position of body; 8-16 times
B--with body tilted forward. 8-16 times
Free breathing

12 Circular body motions
From the standing position, feet at

shoulder width, hands on waist: [ 7
A--tilt body forward without raising

feet from floor, move it to the left, to
* the back, to the right, forward; 4 times

B--same, opposite direction. 2-4 times
Free breathing

13 Deep knee bends
A--standing position, heels together,

toes together, hands at waist, bend knees,
without separating knees or lifting heels ._ .--
from floor (exhale)--stand to initial posi-
tion (inhale); 8-16 times

B--with hands on waist, drop down, left
knee forward then spring upward and drop
down three times, then change position,
right knee forward and spring upward again
three times. 2-4 times

Free breathing

14 Kicks
A--standing position, legs together,

arms at the side--move arms forward and at
the same time kick the left leg up (exhale)
until it touches the arms, then return to
initial position (inhale). 4-8 times

Do the same thing with the right leg;
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Duration
Number Name and Brief Description of IExorcise (Number of

Repetition3)
a" ,'.•

B--from same position, kick left leg to
to left, return, then right leg to the
right, return. 4 times

, Free breathing;
C--from same position, kick left leg to

the rear, return, then right leg, raturn. 4 times
* Free breathing;

D--from standing position, feet apart,
arms extended to the right--kick left leg,
arms to the left (exhale), return l4, arms
to the right, then left (inhale); do the
same thing with the right leg. 4 times

is Running or jumping in place, including jumps
with crossing of legs, Jumps on one leg,
jumps with rotation in the air by 90, 180
and 3600, etc. 1-2 min.

Temrig Free breathing I

The morning exercises should be completed with water procedures--dousing
or rubbing with a towei wet with water at room temperatuir,. then with colder..
water.

At the Airfield

The airfield refers to an area specially equipped to allow takeoff, land-
ing, parking and servicing of aircraft. Parachute jumps ar-o ilso generally
performed at airfields.

Before walking around an airfield, take a look around. Otherwise, you
may be struck by a moving airplane or a descending parachutist.

If you see an aircraft parked with its engines operating, walk around it
to the rear (unless it is a jet plane), in which case walk around it to the
front, but at least 10 m away from the air intake; also walk around the front
of helicopters. If you hear that the engine of the aircraft is increasing its

speed, move away to one side--the airplane may be beginning to taxi.

Exercise may be performed with weights.

* *Exercise can be done with grip springs, cutting number of repetitions
in half.
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Near areas set aside for aircraft it is neccssary to be particularly care-
ful, and you should not be on taxiways or runways at all.

A parachutist who accidently lands on a runway or taxiway should collect
his parachute and inmnediately leave the runway or taxiway (move off to one
"ide).

Groups of people may move around airfields only in formation.

It is permissible to cross runways (on motor vehicles) only with the per- -
mission of the f:ight. leader.

When it is necessary to walk or drive to the other side of an airfield,
move around outside the runways, or better yet--around the edge of the airfield.
Particular care must be exercised in the descent zone.--near the beginning or
end of the runway--where aircraft descending or taking off paiss low over the
ground1.

It is not difficult to recognize runways and taxiways. At large, well-
equipped airfields, they are usually paved (concrete). In winter, they are
cleared of snow.

Both at major (concrete paved) and at grassy (sod) airfields or landing
areas, starting areas are marked. Along the runway to the left and right of
the starting area there will be a single row of markers, easily seen from the
ground or the air: in the summer these markers are white; in the winter, they
are red or black.

Beside the touchdown point of aircraft, to the left of the landing strip,
the landing T mark will be made using cloth strips of the same color as the
starting position markers. Limiters may be placed before and behind the "T"'
using the same type of marker (aircraft making landings should touch down
somewhere between these limiters). The same type of cloth strips are used to
lay out the "+" (cross) sign--the precise landing point for parachutists.

The taxiways, aircraft parking areas and equipment parking areas at the
starting position, areas for people k"sqare") will be marked with flags and
indicators (tablets).

At night, runways are marked with white flares. At the beginning and the
end of the runway, red flares mark its corners. The point of touchdown of
the aircrafi is marked with a line of green flares. Blue lights mark the
taxiways.

One should be careful and attentive to the situation in the air and on
the ground even if flights or parachute jumps are not planned--the arifield
may be used for a sudden forced landing by an aircraft flying nearby.
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Everyoie at the starting position must stay in the area set aside for '

people--in the "square." You should leave this area only with y'our instructor's
.permission."•

It is dangerous to remain outside the "square," particularly to sit or 1 ic
in high grass at the airfield: the driver of a vehicle sirvicing flights may
not notice someone in the grass and might run over him.

One should also be observant even in the "square," although it Is the
safest pipec .L the airfield. No aircraft or vehicle will taxi or drivc through
the square, but an inexpericed parachutist might Jand in the square. In this
case, the first one who notices that a parachutist is dosceinding toward the
people must give the command: "Careful--airl" so that the people can got out-' of the way.

Smoking is permitted at an airfield only in a spcc'ally designated area
(generally in the "square"). It is categorically forbidden to smoke or use an
open flame near aircraft, parachutes or technical equipment.

After studying the rules for moving around th• airfield and observing them,
we can familiarize ourselves with thc aircraft.

All aircraft are reaction vehicles to some extent. Except when they are
gliding or slowing down, ever), aircraft moves forward due to the reaction force
created by pushing air or some other gas with mass backward.

Sometimes using a propeller rotated by a piston-type internal combustion
engine, atmospheric aii is forced to the rear. Airc;-aft of this type are
called propeller or piston aircraft. They are comparatively slowv.

In other cases, the gasses formed in a combustion chamber In a reaction
engine are thrown to the rear. These aircraft are called jet aircraft. The
speeds of jet aircraft may be several times greater than the speed of sound.

Figure 38. The An-2 Aircraft

There are also "hybrid" aircraft--turboprops. In these aircraft, the
thrust is created both by the flow of the exhaust gasses from the reaction
tube of the engine and due to the movement of air by a propeller. Turboprop
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aircraft are medium-speed aircraft. They are used as both passenger and I
transport-landing aircraft.

Beginning parachutists generally perform their first jumps from the An-2
pisLon aircraft (Figure 38). This is a small transport aircraft with two wings
(upper arid lower)--a biplane. The wings give it sufficient lift at speeds
slightly over 100 km/hr (the speed of a modern automobile'. At the end of
the fusilage is the tail: the ruddor and stabilizer elements

The rudder and stabilizer make the aircraft stable in both course and V
altitude. The contTol surfaces of the tail change the position of the longi-
tudinal axis of the aircraft in space and, consequently, the direction of -41

its motion. In addition to these surfaces, there are aolarons on the rear
portion of the wings, controlling the bank of the aircraft.,

The control surfaces are moved through a system of levers and lines from
the pilots cabin.

These control surfaces, the vital control organs of the aircraft, must not
"be touched unless absolutely necessary.

The propeller group is located at the front of the fusilage.

The An-2 landing gear do not retvact, and consist of two main wheels
(beneath the lower wing) and oaic tail wheel. Special skis may replace the
w1heels of this aircraft for the winter.

The fusilagt of the An-2 aircraft consists of three sectiops: the front
section or pilots cabin, the mid section or passenger's cabin and the tail
section or baggage compartment. The sections are divided by bulkheads with
doors.

On the left rear portion of the passenger's cabin is the entrance door.
Parachutists leave the Aircraft through this door.

Parachute jumps are generally not performed from jet aircraft. Only
experimental or test jumps and forced jumps are made from jets. For this
purpose they are equipped with catapult devices and automtiatic devices. Modern
catapult devices allow the pilot to evacuate the aircraft at any altituae.

Rescue pa,-achutes are used on all types of aircraft. The only exceptions.,
are passenger aircraft and helicopters.

Psychological and Ground Training of the Parachutist

Everyone has an instinctive fear of heights. This feeling is closely
related to the instinct for self-preservation and helps to protect us as we
travel through life. But when a man begins to fall through the air, this
feeling can be quite unpleasant for him.
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This feeling of fear can make a man with weak nt;rves and heart numb just
when rapid, correct and precise actions are required, forcing him to make
unconscious and unexpected decisions, frequently resulting only in harm,

hindering the normal course of the process, depriving him of his memory when
it is most needed.-"

Therefore, before he goes into the air, anyone planning to make a para-

chute jump should learn how to overcome this harmful instinct with his will
and intelligence while still on the ground.

First of all, one should understand that fear of hoights is a normal
phenomena. Only young children or the mentally ill fail to have the normal
defense reflexes when exposed to heights. However, a parachutist need not be
afraid of heights: he has his parachute. With a parachute, he should be
afraid not of height, but of insufficient height. If there is enough height,
his parachute will open. The parachutist must firmly believe in the relia-
bility of his parachute. In order to be sure of its reliability, he must
study the design of the parachute, the interaction of the parts upon opening
and must know the strengths of the indivi~aal parts. He must then learn how "
to told it, pack it and use it wvll.

As a result, he should be well aware that his parachute is strong enough,
that when it is properly prepared and when all jumping rules are observed, it
will always open.

To avoid errors during jumps, parachutists are trained in advance on the
ground, learning all actions which he must perform until they become auto-
mat::: from taking his place in the aircraft to completion of his landingl.

All elements of a jump must be worked out on the ground until the para-
chutist will be able to act properly without confusion the air, even if
fear paralizes his consciousness (i.e., he must be able o act properly and
capably, even if subconsciously).

If a man with normal psychological strengths develops the additional qual-
ities needed by a parachutist; fear will no longer be a brake, but rather an
accelerator for the process of thinking. In a difficult situation, his con-

* sciousness will work rapidly, and the feeling of fear itself will be a sports! incentive for him.

What actions must the parachutist learn using his trainers or the ground?

1

I A la•rding cannot be considered complete until the canopy of the parachute

has been collapsed.
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f~ir:st of all, he must learn to take his place in the aircraft properly,

then preparc for his jump and leave the aircraft.

This is very important because order must alwny.s be n:1mintained on board
the a i rcraft. The parachutist must not walk around lie cabin without the
permission of the, instructor, and in preparing to jump he should not mnove

around near the door, since this changes the cecutering ef the aircraft, making
piloting more difficult.

All action.l of futUre parachutists are practiced using models of aircraft
cabins, made in actual size. First the actions are practiced without para-
chutes, then with training parachutes. The extraction line and rip cord for
training pnrachutes ar" mounted freely, so that the pack does not actually
open, which would dump out the canopy, since otherwise repetition of exercises
would be made difficult.

Let us study the training of a parachutist for jumps from an An-2 aircraft.

A group of parachutists (ten men) enters the aircraft. The man who will
jump last enters first and takes his seat on the right front seat, the man who
will jump next to last enters next and sits beside tile first man, etc. The
first six men sit oii the right side, the seventh (who will jump fourth) sits
on the left front scat, the eights sits beside him, etc. The man who will
jump first enters the aircraft last and sits by the door. All sit turned
halfway toward the tail of the aircraft.

After this, the instructor fastens the snaplock of the extraction line of
each man on the static line, takes up the slack in the line and inserts it
beneath .the pack rubber band of the upper flap.

After imitating the climb to altitude, on, the s.ignal "Get ready!" the
instructor opens the door, and the parachutists who are to jump on the first
pass stand up and occupy the initial position: the right hand clasps the rip
cord ring of the main parachute, the left hand is used to pull the reserve
parachutc in tight.

On the command "Go!" the parachutists leave the cabin one after another
at iirtervals of 2 seconds, with the body tilted slightly forward. They do
this bv standing with the left leg in the lower rear corner of the door, thcn
stepping overboard with the right leg. One to two seconds after stepping out,
the parachutist should pill the rip cord of his main parachute. L

This; exercise is repeated until each man can perform all the necessary
actions easily and precisely.

Ihe licen then begin pract i ci ng what the parachut ist naust do iin the air
a ftu'r his parachute opens. These drills are performed using suspension sy>s-
terns hanging from supporting hars.
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After imitating the opening of the parachute, the beoinning parachutist
looks upward and Inspects his canopy; is it fully open, has it torn (.should
the reserve parachut3 be opened). lie then looks around to be sure he is not
swinging toward other parachutists. If there is a danger of this, he pulls
on the straps (I m) in the direction toward which he should move to avoid a
collision.

lie then secures his rip cord ring to avoid losing it and settles himself
more comfortably in the suspension system. The parachutist does this as
follows: he grasps the right group of straps in his right hand (free ends)
and, pullinjg on them, uses the thumb of his left hand to move the main strap
of the suspension system forward down his thigh. lie then changes the posi'-
tion of his hands and performs a similar operation on the other side. Seated
comfortably, he looks around once more and determines the direction of his
movement; before landing, he must turn to face the direction of hi3 movement
(downwind). Of course, in a trainer the parachutist does not actually move
and some sort of panel must be moved beneath him to represent the movement of
the surface of the earth.

The parachutist turns in the direction of his drift by crossing the straps
of the free ends of the suspension system. To turn to the right, the pari-
chutist moves his right hand along the straps to the right and grnsps tile left

* rear strap on the o'utside with his palm forward. At the same time he moves
his left hand--also on the outside and also palm forward--to grasp the right
front stran.

When these straps arc pulled to the side and downward, the parachutist
will turn in his strapt'.. The rate of turning depends on the amount of tension
applied. 1o turn to the left, the position of the hands is changed: the para-
chutist grabs the riyýht rear strap with his left hand, the left front strap
with his right handl.

Along with turtting:, the parachutist learns to prepare himself for landing
properly--to hold hi.i Is g.- together, slightly bent at the knees, feet at the
same I eve 1 and pa ra1,l I to the surface.

The parachittist practices his landing techniques as follows.

1 In :i real junmp, the beginning parachutist should perform this action
several times long before landing in order to test himself: to be sure he
remembers how it is done, so that '-ý will not be confused as he approaches
the ground.
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He first practices umpping in place while landing with hls feet flat,
together and knees slight•y, bent. Re then jumps from a trampoline, landing
as in a parachlute Jump (with the feet flat, together and slightly bent at the
knees w ith the arms upward, as If holding the straps). The first jumps are
made from a low trampoline, from a height of 1 m, then from a somewhat higher
level (1.6 m) and, finally, from a high level (2 m).

The landing speed when Jumps are made from the top step is approximately
equal to the landing speed in an actual parachute jump. The parachutist works
out his landing technique finally using a Bannikov trainer (suspension system
mounted on a rocking arm with blocks and a winch).

This is done as follows. The parachutist rocks in the suspension system
and during a forward swing, during its first half, the brake on the winch is
rleased." The parachutist is thus swung forward and down to the ground, pro-
ducing a motion imitating the motion involved in an actual landing.

Using this same type of trainer, combined with a moving model of an air-
craft cabin, the parachutist practices his actions for the event of a total
failure (failure of the pack to open) of the main parachute: if the parachute
does not fOe. shaking (imitation of opening shock, created. by the instructor
by briefly releasing the winch brake) within three seconds after pulling the
rip cord and is not turned legs downward, he immediately spreads his legs
until his feet are further apart than his shoulders, pushes them forwird and
at the same time moves his left arm to the side. In an actual free fall,
these actions will shift the parachutisc to the position most favorable for
opening of the reserve parachute--back toward the ground, tilted toward the
right shoulder. Next, he pulls the rip cord of the reserve parachute with his
right hand.

The technique of opening the reserve parachute in case of a partial fail£.e
of the main parachute is practiced on all trainers which carry a suspension
system. This is done as fol.ows, If within three seconds after pulling the
rip cord the parachutist looking upward discovers a failure of the canopy
(failures are imitated by the instructor by telling the parachutist: "Twisted
lines," "Tear," or "Cover stuck"), he evaluates the situation: is he turning
about his vertical axis with the parachute, and if so in what direction. After
this, without losing time, he opens the reserve parachute: pressing it against
himself with his left hand, he pulls the reserve shute rip cord with his right
hand; then he pushes his right hand, palm away, between the canopy and the

-* bottom of the pack and, using both hands, throws the canopy upward and awa,-
from himself in the direLtion of rotation. On the D-5, D-1-8, D-3 and PD-47
parachutes, the rotation will be very slow if present at all. If there is no
rotation, he throws the canopy forward, upward and to the left, at the same
"time pulling the lines out of the loops and shaking them, causing the edge of
canopy to spread more rapidly to open the reserve parachute.
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In addition to these trainers, parachutists also use the Pronichev trainer.
On this traincr they learn to overcome their fear of height and practice all
actions beginning with separation from the aircraft and ending with landing.
The actions are worked out in the sequence in which they will be performed in
the air in an actual jump.

Jumps from parachute towers are performed for the same purposes as drills
on the Pronichev trainer.

After practicing the'.-- actions on all trainers and passing their tests
(with a grade of no less than "good"), the parachutists pack their parachutes
(under the control of their instructor!), go through their medical examination
and are ready for jumps.
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